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ABSTRACT

SEX ROLE STEREOTYPES
A STUDY IN VERBAL INTERACTION

by
EDMOND S. TEMPLE
University of New Hampshire, December, 1980

Sex roles have been studied and debated by sociologists
for the past several decades.

Linton, Cottrell, Parsons and

Komarovsky all made early contributions to the sociological
literature on sex roles.

Sociologists appear in agreement

that sex is a primary role allocator in our society, or, in
the perspective of Hughes
Parsons and Bales

(1945), sex is a master status.

(1955) have implicitly built upon this in

the formulation of their Sex Role Differentiation Theory in
which role sets for males and females within a family unit
are clearly delineated based on bio-social differences be
tween the spouses.

The behaviors outlined for husbands and

wives by Parsons and Bales matches very closely the findings
from sex role stereotype research.

Studies in this area have

reflected a great deal of consistency over the past thirty
years.

In terms of attributes, men are seen as dominant,

competitive, aggressive, rational, logical and daring while
women are expected to be supportive, warm, emotional, tact
ful, nurturing, pleasant and submissive.

viii

Furthermore, the

literature indicates that these character associations play
a definitive part in determining our behavior.
Several questions can be asked: Are there clear sex
role differences; Are sex role stereotypes changing; and,
Within the family, to what degree do husband-wife interac
tions conform to the sex role stereotypes?

Parsons and

Bales' Sex Role Differentiation Theory conforms to the
stereotypes evident in the literature.

However, a number

of researchers argue that the greater the intimacy of the
relationship, the less role behavior of the participants
will conform to the stereotypes.

This study examined this

question in a random sample of southern New Hampshire
couples

{62) and a non-random sample of couples obtained

through referrals from local marriage counselors

(N=17).

Data was coded using the Inventory of Marital Conflict

(IMC)

an experimental problem solving technique using short
vignettes and support questionnaires.

The joint discussion

portion of the IMC was coded using a modified form of
Borgatta and Crowthers' (1965) Behavior Scores System (BSs).
The marital interaction data was structured so conditional
probabilities could be used to examine the couple's inter
action patterns.
A pilot study using University of New Hampshire
students found support for the existence of sex role stere
otypes in contemporary society while evaluating the appro
priateness of each BSs category for men and women.

Results

from the Marriage Project questionnaire showed sex role

stereotype type conformity for the random sample on self
esteem and marital contributions measures.

In comparison

with the random sample, the clinical sample was consistently
less conforming to the sex role stereotypes.

This sample

difference was continued in the interaction analysis of the
joint discussion section of the IMC.

Analysis based on the

frequency of certain classes of verbal acts, calculated as
conditional probabilities, found consistent patterns between
husbands and wives that were in accordance with hypothesized
sex role stereotype conformity.

Random sample husbands

were more assertive and antagonistic than their spouses;
wives were more neutral and supportive.

Though the statis

tical differences between spouses were often m a r g i n a l , the
patterns displayed by the couples matched the patterns docu
mented in the literature.

However, the patterns displayed

by the clinical sample were often non-conforming.

A mea

sure of who initiated discussions on the vignettes found
that husbands, in both samples, began the discussions twice
as often as their spouses.

Yet win scores calculated for

those vignettes where discrepancies occurred between the
wife's and husband's text indicated that wives won two-thirds
of the discussions.

This high win score was true for both

random and clinical sample wives.
A number of interpretations were drawn from these
results.

The random sample findings support the idea of

sex role differentiation in the family but to a much lesser
degree than posited by Parsons and Bales' theory.

x

The

clinical sample's behavior, though confounded by their
clinical status, suggests a possible shifting in the sex
role stereotypes.

The clinical sample, on the average, was

11 years younger than the random sample.

The clinical

couples had also been married an average of nine years as
opposed to 20 for the random sample.

The generational d i f 

ferences suggested by the clinical couples' non-conformity
as well as social trends of the past decade suggests a shift
in marital interaction towards a more equalitarian mode.

:ci

I.

INTRODUCTION

The women's movement is one of the leading social con
cerns today.

Women, and men, are reexamining the role of

the female in m o d e m

society and are challenging many of the

long held notions about "a woman's place."

Part of this

movement has been the fight for equal rights as evidenced by
the E.R.A. and other legislation granting equal job, legal
and educational opportunities regardless of sex.
A second, major thrust of this social movement has been
the examination of roles, statuses,
socialization.

and the process of

What are sex roles?

"masculine" traits?

What are "feminine" and

To what extent do physical and bio

logical factors determine role and to what extent is
socialization the determining factor?

How does the social

ization process mold children into feminine, and masculine
adults?

What are the role differences both external

those recognized by society)
between men and women?
changing norms?

and internal

(i.e.,

(self-expectations)

How has the family adjusted to

And, how does sex role stereotyped behavior

affect interactions between men and women?

This study is an

examination of an aspect of the last question.

It is a look

at the verbal interaction patterns between spouses and how
those patterns reflect sex role behavior.
The traditions of our society have expected girls to
take on the nurturing roles of mother, wife, and perhaps
nurse or teacher for those times when motherhood was not

1
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the central focus of a woman's life.

Boys were socialized

to take on bread-winning r o l e s , placing their attention on
the world outside the home.

According to Bern and Bern (1970)

the traditional ideology is internalized by the woman uncon
sciously, as fact rather than opinion, and the restrictions
it places on self-development may be accepted as normal and
irrefutable.
place.

Thus, to be feminine, the woman must know her

Women perceive themselves as relatively less com

petent, less independent, less objective and less logical
than men.

These perceptions reflect the fact that women

have accepted society's valuation of masculine and feminine
traits.

The literature indicates that men and masculine

traits are more highly valued in our society than are women
and feminine traits

(Fernberger, 1948; Lynn, 1959; Sherriffs

and Jarrett, 1953; and Sherriffs and McKee,

1957).

Sex is

a critical variable in our social order.
The social desirability of masculine and feminine
characteristics have been well documented for the past twenty
years.

In brief, the male sphere is probably best summed up

as reflecting a ''competency" cluster.

The female attributes

such as neat, quiet, gentle, emotional and 'able to express
tender feelings' describe a "warmth and expressiveness"
cluster (Broverman, et al, 1972).

These sex role stereo

types have proved to be both pervasive and persistent.

A

pilot study conducted with University of New Hampshire
students to test the sex role appropriateness of the coding
scheme used in this study substantiated these distinctions.

3
The negative valuation attached to feminine characteristics
affects their self-concepts. The power of our society’s
stereotypic conceptions of sex roles to shape one's attitudes
and self-concepts cannot be underestimated.
deeply ingrained in our cultural fabric.

Sex roles are

An y understanding

of the role conflicts facing contemporary women and men must
reflect an understanding of the substance of our sex role
stereotypes and how they shape everyday life.
Given this increased attention towards sex roles, one
wonders how the family has adjusted, if at all, to these
changing attitudes and norms.

Our culture's traditional

family imagery sees the husband as breadwinner and the wife
as responsible for running the household and raising the
children.

The husband's energy and attention is directed

outside of the home while his spouse's main concern is the
home itself.

Though the activities of husbands and wives

are sex role stereotyped, are their interactions as stereo
typed as their role sets?

Men and women traditionally

engage in different types of activities.

One wonders if

intimate dyads such as married couples behave towards one
another in a stereotyped fashion as to the division of
labor.

The opportunity to test this idea came about in the

summer of 1975 as married couples were recruited from the
New Hampshire seacoast area for a study in marital conflict
resolution.
The approach utilized in the research supporting this
dissertation may be classified as a task generated inter

4
action study

(Riskin and Faunce, 1972).

Marital Conflict

The Inventory of

(IMC) is an experimental interaction pro

cedure that is very similar to Strodtbeck's Revealed
Difference Technique

(RDT)

(1951) .

The IMC consists of 18

short vignettes that are resolved both individually and
jointly by the sample couples.

Twelve of the 18 vignettes

are slanted so that wives pick husbands as being primarily
responsible for the problem while husbands choose wives for
these 12 conflict cases.

Thus, the joint discussion ses

sion is, in effect, a decision-making and conflict resolu
tion exercise.
recorded.

The couples'

joint discussions were tape

These tape recordings were then coded using a

modified version of Borgatta and C r o w t h e r s 1 Behavior
Scores system (1965).

The couples'

interaction style and

patterns are studied in terms of the frequency and condi
tional probabilities with which the spouses were coded
using the Behavior Scores system (BSs) categories.

The

interaction analysis component of this study places the
spouses'

interactions in a dynamic framework.

ly, responses of each sex

Specifical

(i.e., conditional probabilities)

can be linked to specific antecedent behaviors of their
spouses.

Sixteen conditional probabilities are possible

for each sex, representing 16 specific antecedent
response behavior pairs.
The Sex Role Differentiation Theory of Parsons and
Bales

(1955) provided the theoretical basis for the hypothe

ses used in this study.

For Parsons and Bales, husbands and
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wives behavior can be differentiated in terms of an instru
mental-expressive dimension.
on power within the family.

They consider both spouses high
Thus, husbands are theorized as

being instrumentally oriented.
externally,

Their attention is directed

away from the family.

being expressive and supportive.

The wife is perceived as
Her attention is directed

at the family unit and "tension-managing" roles.

Husband

and wife role constellation is conceptualized in two dimen
sions:

power and expressive-instrumental.

From this model

of the nuclear family Parsons and Bales develop complementary
role sets for each spouse.
A number of authors
scheme
1967).

report findings contrary to this

(Heiss, 1962; Leik, 1963; O'Rourke,
Straus

1963; and Straus,

found middle-class husbands to be both

instrumental and supportive and lower class wives to exercise
more power than their husbands contrary to Parsons and Bales
theory

(Straus, 1967).

Williamson wrote that the theoretical

distinction between instrumental and expressive has only
limited relevance in terms of marital interaction.

A key

theme in many authors' writings and findings is that intimacy
as a variable offsets the rigid role distinctions of husband
and wife in sex role differentiation theory.

In light of the

results from the IMC some comments are made concerning the
adequacy of these theoretical positions.
The couples who participated in the study were drawn
from two distinctly different sample frames.

A random sample

(N=62) was drawn from Dover and Durham, New Hampshire during
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the sum m er of 1975.

A second sample

(N=17) was recruited

through referrals from local marriage counselors.

The

findings from the Inventory of Marital Conflict indicate
substantial differences between the samples.

The clinical

sample's behavior is not in accordance with contemporary sex
role standards.

Much of the clinical data reflects sex

role reversals between the clinical spouses, whereas the
random sample's behavior is much more in accordance with the
hypothesized sex role stereotypes.

The results display a

discordance between the samples in terms of their conformity
to sex role stereotypes.

Furthermore, the stereotypic

behavior of the random sample spouses raises questions about
the actual depth of contemporary change in sex role standards
and stereotypes.

II.

RESEARCH ON SEX ROLES AND FAMILY INTERACTION

Sociology and sociologists began addressing the area of
sex roles in the 1940's.

The American Sociological Review

in 1942 published articles by Linton, Parsons, and Cottrell
that dealt with adult sex roles.
Sex Categories," Linton dealt,

In the article,

"Age and

"with only one aspect of

social structure: the classification of a society's members
on the basis of age and sex"

(1942).

Yet Linton recognized

that despite the close physiological bases on which age-sex
categories exist, they are by no means divorced from cultural
factors

(1942).

Earlier, in The Study of Man

(1936) Linton

had written that both the division and ascription of status
on the basis of sex are basic to all social systems.
In 'The Adjustment of the Individual to His Age and Sex
Roles,' Cottrell

(1942) began outlining the content of sex

roles.
Thus, when we speak of the individual's ability to
perform his sex role, we refer to the relation
which his behavior, in situations in which sex
classification is relevant, bears to some modal
pattern expected in a given cultural or subcultural
group (Cottrell, 1942:617)
He went on to make a distinction between what he called a
person's cultural role and their unique role.

The same dis

tinction has been made by many role theorists between role
expectations and role enactments
Gross, 1958; and Hunt, 1976).

(Sarbin, 1954; Brim, 1957;

Like role theory,

sex roles

have suffered definitional problems between a normative or
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behavioral orientation (Anqrist,

1969).

A major premise in P a r s o n s article
Social Structures of the U n i t e d States'

'Age and S e x in
was,

"age an d sex

categories constitute one of the m a i n l i n k s o f s t r u c t u r a l
continuity in terms of w h i c h s t r u c t u r e s w h i c h are d i f f e r e n t i 
ated in other respects are a r t i c u l a t e d w i t h each other".(1942:
604).

However, there is a g r e a t deal o f v a r i a b i l i t y in h o w

societies are structured b y age and sex c a t e g o r i z a t i o n s .
Parsons wrote that,
Our own society is c o n s p i c u o u s for th e ext e n t to
which children of b o t h sexes are i n m a n y funda
mental respects treated alike...
T h e r e are, o f
course, important sex d i f f e r e n c e s in d r e s s and in
approved play interest...
It is at the p o i n t of
emergence into adolescence that t h e r e first b e g i n s
to develop a set of p a t t e r n s and b e h a v i o r p h e n o m e n a
which involve a highly comp l e x c o m b i n a t i o n o f age
grading and sex role eleme n t s
(1942:605-606) .
Adult sex roles for women c e n t e r e d a r o u n d b e i n g a housewife.
Her status greatly depended u p o n her husband's.

Her activi

ties focused on the management of the household,

c a r i n g for

children, etc.

Parsons g o e s o n to anal y z e and d e s c r i b e the

three adult sex roles available to women:
glamorous, and good-companion roles,
strains associated with e a c h pattern.

the domestic,

and the p a r t i c u l a r role
The central d i m e n s i o n

for the adult male sex r ole lies in t h e i n t e r r e l a t i o n s of the
occupational system and t h e conjugal fam i l y

(Parsons,

This emergence of occupational status is a p r i n c i p a l
of strain upon our society's sex role structure.

1942) .
source

It m a k e s

the wife'.s status dependent upon her spouse and leaves her
with just a "pseudo" occupation of h o u s e w i f e
609).

(Parsons,

1942:

9
The Concept of Role
The concept of role is critical to much sociological
thought.

Rommetveit looked upon role as the largest possible

research unit within psychology and the smallest one within
sociology

(1954:31).

The writings of Linton, Cottrell,

and

Parsons just discussed considered sex role to be critical in
understanding the interplay between social position and
behavior.

While the concept of role is a primary reference

point in sociological thought and analysis, Levinson argued
that "the concept of role remains one of the most overused
and underdeveloped in the social sciences"

(1959).

Yet as

Brim (1957) has noted, the content of a role provides the
individual with the feelings one should have, the behavior
he should perform and the effects he should produce.
Roles as Prescriptions and Performance
Roles are normative in that they reside in shared ex
pectancies within a society.

Practically speaking, roles

are particularized norms that have to do with an individual’s
behavior in a specific situation.

Norms are standards

governing our conduct in social situations.

Blake and Davis

wrote that norms "designate any standard or rule that states
what human beings should or should not think, say, or do
under given circumstances"

(1964:456).

tion of the generalized other

Norms are a reflec

(Mead, 1956).

However,

behavior is not always consistent with the norms governing
a situation.

Thus, Blake and Davis, as a corollary to their

definition, pointed out that actual behavior may differ from
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the norm and that it will unless some effort is made to
bring about conformity.

Clausen has pointed out that the

conformity which follows from behavior exemplifying norms
tends to be rewarded, while behavior violating norms tends
to be punished

(1968:6).

A major tension in role theory lies in the reconcilia
tion between performance and prescription:

"Role prescrip

tions essentially are efforts on the part of society's
members to regulate the behavior of certain of the members
so that certain consequences will occur"

(Brim, 1957:345).

Role prescriptions alone are inadequate to explain behavior.
Roles do not exist in isolation, they exist in a social con
text.

All roles contain a reciprocal component.

The role

of husband requires the complimentary role of wife.

"Thus

what is prescribed is truly the relation between roles in
the system, even though in statements of prescriptions only
one-half is made explicit and is linked to one specific role,
while the reciprocal half remains implicit"

(Brim, 1957:345).

This does not insure that other members of the group accept
these reciprocal prescriptions.
problematic.

Thus actual behavior is

Role performance is influenced by the norms

governing the situation, the demands of the setting and the
experiences and abilities of the individuals involved.
Actual role behavior represents an individual's enactments
of the normative prescriptions.
There is a third concept that must be addressed in
understanding roles.

That is the concept of position or

11
status.

Norms are not all encompassing, they must and do

take into account an individual's status or position in the
group.

In The Cultural Background of Personality, Linton

(1945) set forth the definitive statement on status and role
at the time as follows:
The place in a particular system which a certain
individual occupies at a particular time will be
referred to as his status with respect to that
system... The second term, role will be used to
designate the sum total of the cultural patterns
associated with a particular status.
It thus in
cludes that attitudes, values and behavior ascribed
by the society to any and all persons occupying
this status...
Every status is linked with a par
ticular role, but the two things are by no means
the same from the point of view of the individual.
His statuses are ascribed to him on the basis of
his age and sex, his birth or marriage into a par
ticular family unit, and so forth.
His roles are
learned on the basis of his statuses, either current
or anticipated.
Insofar as it represents overt
behavior, a role is the dynamic aspect of a status:
what the indivudual has to do in order to validate
his occupation of the status (76-77).
The Concept of Sex Roles
Status is often broken down into two types; ascriptive
and achieved.

Rodeo champion, consultant and husband are

achieved statuses.

Sex is an ascriptive status.

Hughes called sex a master status

(1945).

tinction between dominant and latent roles

Everett

Bates made a dis
(1956), a domi

nant role being one that is given priority by an individual
or group over other roles.

Sex is a dominant role.

As a

dominant role it supersedes latent roles such as high school
graduate or truck driver.

Sex is an attribute with more than

a biological component; it has a social as well as a psycho
logical dimension.

The statuses of male and female can
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override circumstances or situations and channel individuals
into particular interaction patterns and roles.

Sex is one

of the fundamental bases for role allocation in almost all
societies.
Angrist wrote that "sex role singularly suffers from
the absence of specific definition - its meaning is connotative instead of denotative"

(1969:218) because it has the

same conceptual and semantic problems as the concept of role:
a host of definitions, hazy empirical referents and over
emphasis on delimited social arenas for studying roles.
Angrist thinks this variability in sex roles requires four
constructs:
(1969).

label, behavior, expectations and location

A label refers to either male or female and the

organized sets of behaviors, available to persons with that
label.

Expectations reflect general norms, how women in

general should behave or specific tasks such as opening and
closing the car door for female passengers.

Location

stresses the idea that norms are not directly determinative
of behavior but interact always with social location.

She

feels that this type of multi-variable framework captures
the variety of forces at play in shaping behavior.
Pervasiveness of sex roles.

Sex roles exert subtle and

wide ranging influences upon everyday behavior.

Pvesearch

examining the way heterosexual couples positioned themselves
while walking provides one example of the far ranging
influence of sex roles.

"In same-handed couples,

cantly more females were on the males' preferred

signifi

(dominant)
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side than expected by chance - especially when the partners
were touching"

(Henley, 1973:93).

Children have been found

to be deeply concerned with discerning boy-girl differences
by the age of 4

(Parish and Bryant, 1978).

Child development

research indicates that once children learn their own sex
group they become intensely committed to molding their b e 
havior in accordance with the established standards
1964 and Thompson, 1975).

(Kogan,

Sex as a master role appears to

influence all aspects of behavior.

Due to the pervasiveness

of sex roles, their power to shape social reality must be
acknowledged.
Sex roles as multiple r oles.

One thought underlying

Hughes'comment that sex is a master status
idea of sex as a dominant role

(1945)

or Bates'

(1956) was the idea of m u l 

tiple roles inherent in attributes such as sex and race.
Sex roles do not refer to or specify one specific role.
Rather, the term gives reference to an orientation throughout
the role sets to which an individual is heir.

Sex roles

affect more than just the tasks one engages in; they affect
all aspects of one's "personal front"

(Goffman, 1959).

Sex

role expectations reflect a concern with consistency and con
tinuity in all aspects of an individual's behavior congruent
with the group's norms.

Hughes very aptly captures this

idea in writing about status with the following statement:
There tends to grow up about a status, in addition
to its specifically determining traits, a complex
of auxiliary characteristics which come to be
expected of its incumbents.
It seems entirely
natural to Roman Catholics that all priests should
be men, although piety seems more common among
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women

(Hughes, 1945:353).

Thus, the sex role stereotypes p o r t r a y n o t a single act but
a style of action.
Sex role d e f i n i t i o n .

This study focuses u p o n one

specific role type-sex role.
the term.

Thus,

it is i m portant to define

C o ttrell's d e f i n i t i o n is still an e x c e l l e n t one,

when w e speak of the i n d i v idual's abil i t y to per
form his sex role, w e refer to the r e l a t i o n w hich
his behavior, in situations in w h i c h sex c l a s s i f i c a 
tion is relevant, bears to some modal p a t t e r n
expected in a g iven cultural or sub - c u l t u r a l group
(1942:617).
Sex role as a concept is p l a c e d in a n o r mative context.
roles reflect prescriptions
for others.

Sex

for b e h a v i o r both of self and

Other re s e a r c h e r s have t a l k e d about sex role

standards a n d defined the m as the sum of s o c ially desi g n a t e d
behaviors tha t d i f f erentiate betw e e n men and w o m e n
et al, 1972).

(Broverman,

Yorkey in a rec e n t study of college students

made the following distinction:
In this discussion, sex-role percep t i o n s refers
to the individual's belief system c o n c e r n i n g
appropriate behaviors for women, sex-role e x p e c t a 
tions indicates the societal norm, and sex-role
enactment is b e h avior e n a c t e d by the p e r s o n in
situations in w h i c h sex role is salient (1978:
917-918) .
Hunt defined roles as r e p r e s e n t i n g the content o f a p o s i t i o n
or the behavioral i m p l ications o f p ositional o c c u p a n c y

(1976).

For the purposes of thi s study sex roles are d e f i n e d as the
behavior r eflecting the expectations of society based upon
one's sex.
Early r e s e a r c h .

In 1946 M irra Komar o v s k y pub l i s h e d

Cultural Co n t r a d i c t i o n s and Sex Roles;

h e r analysis e m p l o y e d
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both a structural and a social psychological perspective.
Komarovsky interviewed college women and asked some of them
to write autobiographical essays.

The results showed a

serious contradiction between two role types available to
- these women.

Komarovsky called these roles the femine and

modern role respectively.
While there are a number of permissive variants of
the feminine role women of college age (1the good
sport1, 'the glamour girl', 'the young lady', 'the
domestic home g i r l ', e t c .) they have a common core
of attributes defining the proper attitudes to men,
family, work, love, etc., and a set of personality
traits often described with reference to the male
sex role as 'not as dominant, or aggressive as men',
or 'more emotional, sympathetic' (1946:184-185).
The modern role, on the other hand,
differentiation in sex."

"partly obliterates the

It demands of the women much the

same virtues, patterns of behavior, and attitudes that it
does of the men of a corresponding age"
185).

(Komarovsky, 1946:

Her research and analysis documented the many struc

tural inequalities existing between men and women in modern
•society.

She underscored the social problems inherent when

culturally defined roles are "at variance with those demanded
by the actual situation"

(1946:184).

Paul Wallin repeated

Komarovsky's study of sex role and cultural contradictions
in 1950.

Though Wallin used a different methodological

approach, his results were in essential agreement with the
previous study.

He also wrote "a substantial proportion of

college women feel called upon on occasion to pretend
inferiority to men while conceiving of themselves as equal
or superior to them"

(1950:292).

Sex roles appear to be a
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central factor in shaping how men and women perceive them
selves and others.

Masculine and feminine are powerful

concepts in our ongoing construction of social reality.
Sex Role Stereotypes
Komarovsky and Wallin performed some of the early
research delineating the content and some of the affects of
sex roles in our society.

One of the main mechanisms main

taining sex roles are sex role stereotypes.

"The concept of

sex-role stereotype implies extensive agreement among people
as to the characteristic differences between men and women"
(Broverman, et a l f 1972:62).

Sex role stereotypes reflect

in a generalized fashion our society's attitudes and beliefs
about appropriate and inappropriate behavior for each sex.
Over the past three decades social scientists have
systematically identified these belief systems about men and
women and the different attitudes people hold towards men
and women

(Fernberger, 1948; Sherriffs and Jarrett, 1953;

McKee and Sherriffs,

1957; and Sherriffs and McKee,

1957).

McKee and Sherriffs used adjective check lists, in forcedchoice and six-point rating scale formats, to confirm that
college men and women regard males more highly than females
(1957:370).

Their results showed men are considered frank

and straightforward in social relations, intellectually
rational and competent, and bold and effective in dealing
with the environment.

Women embrace the social amenities,

emotional warmth and a concern for affairs besides the
material

(1957:463)'..

To describe men positively, both
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sexes used such words as thorough, c a l m , steady, dyna m i c , and
forceful; and negatively both employed terms like reckless,
restless, outspoken, s tern, and stubborn.

Women were seen

positively as pleasant, m o d e s t , affectionate, d r e a m y , and
religious.

Negatively they were seen as formal, v a i n , fussy,

emotional, and frivolous.
Sherriffs and McKee in their study of the qualitative
aspects of men's and women's beliefs about one another con
cluded that, "the content of the self-conceptions of men and
women will very likely reflect the differences in the esteem
with which the two sexes are regarded'

(1957).

Furthermore,

they found that most subjects when given the chance denied
any partiality for either sex.

"We have interpreted this to

mean that our college subjects have a veneer of equalitarianism overlying their more firmly established beliefs"

(McKee

and Sherriffs, 1957:370).
Over fifteen years later in an appraisal of current sex
role stereotypes, Broverman et al, wrote:
Women are perceived as relatively less competent,
less independent, less objective and less logical
tham men; men are perceived as lacking interpersonal
sensitivity, warmth and expressiveness in comparison
to women.
Moreover, stereotypically masculine traits
are more often perceived to be desirable than are
stereotypically feminine characteristics.
More
importantly, both men and women incorporate both
positive and negative traits of the appropriate
stereotype into their self-concepts.
Since more
feminine traits are negatively valued than are mas
culine traits, women tend to have more negative selfconcepts than do men.
The tendency for women to
denigrate
themselves in this manner can be seen as
evidence of the powerful social pressure to conform
to the sex role standards of the society (1972:75) .
Thus, the double standard and second class status of women
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discussed by Parsons

(1942), Komarovsky

(1946)

and Wallin

(1950) appear alive and well in contemporary society.

A

pilot study conducted with students at the University of New
Hampshire re-affirmed these stereotypes.

Assertive and an

tagonistic behavior was considered more appropriate for males
by both sexes while neutral and support behavior was con
sidered more appropriate for females.
The continuity of research findings across several
decades points to the central significance of sex roles in
our social lives.
to be widely held

The sex role stereotypes have been shown
(Seward, 1946), persistent

1948) and highly traditional

(Komarovsky, 1946).

from a factor analysis by Broverman, et al,
up the content of our

(Fernberger,
The results

in many ways sum

sex role stereotypes.

Their research

found that the stereotypic items consisted of two orthogonal
domains of male and female value items.

Male-valued items

formed what they called a competency cluster

(i.e., indepen

dent, objective, active, competitive, and adventurous) while
female valued items were tactful, neat, quiet, gentle or
reflected a warmth and expressiveness cluster

(1972:66-67).

To a degree, the stability in the sex role stereotype litera
ture has reflected social stability in our society.

Yet

this social stability

has been tremendously eroded during

the last twenty years

with the emergence of numerous "social

liberation movements."

Recent research suggests that the

sex role stereotypes are now changing.
Changing sex role stereotypes.

Mason and Bumpass
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analyzed data from the 1970 National Fertility Study and
found women's attitudes organized around a primary and secon
dary ideology (1975).

This primary ideology concerned the

basic division of labor between the sexes.

Most women leaned

towards the traditional as opposed to the feminist end of the
dimension.

This study is particularly important for their

finding of a second dimension and most women's position
within it.

This second dimension concerned women's "labor-

market rights," and most women leaned toward the equalitarian
role of this dimension.

This study suggests that as more

women participate in the occupational structure the more sex
role attitudes will take an equalitarian shift.
Duncan

(1979) and Thornton and Freeman

(1979) , both

using panel data from a longitudinal study of Detroit women,
found important shifts in women's sex role attitudes.
Thornton and Freeman concluded that,
This paper documents the tremendous shift among
women towards more equalitarian sex role attitudes
between 1962 and 1977.
Whereas, in 1962, 32 to
56% of the respondents gave equalitarian responses
concerning various sex role attitudes, by 1977
these percentages ranged from 60 to 77% ...
The
events of the past 15 years have been of such mag
nitude and importance that they have affected all
groups of women irrespective of their experiences
and characteristics (1979:840-841).
These studies indicate the role set choices found in
Komarovsky and Wallin's studies of college women have per
meated society.

It appears that women in all strata are

facing increasing role choices.

This shift in equalitarian

attitudes was more pronounced on general items than on
specific aspects of role specialization like household tasks
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(Thornton and Freeman,

1979).

Bernard, in a paper that ex

amined various models for understanding sex role changes,
regards the restructuring of contemporary sex roles as like
the breakup of the old estates system and the emergence of
the capitalist class system that came with industrialization
(1976) .

The sex role changes are inevitable given the

structural changes occurring in society.

Sex Role Theory

The importance of sex and sex role has had a pronounced
place in sociological thought and research for some time.
Though there have been numerous studies describing sex roles
and their effects in many research settings, theories con
cerning sex roles have been sparse in sociological thought.
Sex Role Differentiation Theory
In Family, Socialization and Interaction P r o c e s s ,
Parsons and Bales

(1955) set forth a detailed examination of

the modern American family as a social system or "a study in
the sociology of the American family

(viii)."

In their pre

face, they state that the family is in many aspects a unique
type o f group or social system and that the "nuclear” family
can fruitfully be looked at as a small group.

Much of their

work looked at role differentiation between family members
as a way of integrating the small group's literature, as well
as understanding family structure.

In Chapter II, Family

Structure and the Socialization of the Child, the best known
sociological theory concerning sex roles is presented
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(Parsons and Bales, 1955).
Parsons and Bales considered sex, "to constitute in a
developmental sense the most

'primitive' of the differentia

tions of generic personality type ..."

(1955:387).

Sex roles,

male and female, are a dominant theme in their analysis of the
husband-wife subsystem of the family unit.

They argue that

marriage roles align along two key dimensions of personality
differentiation.: power and instrumental-expressive.

The

crucial role differentiation takes place on the instrumentalexpressive axis, as in marriage power equalization is con
sidered the norm.
If this general analysis is correct, then the most
fundamental difference between the sexes in person
ality type is that, relative to the total culture
as a whole, the masculine personality tends more
to the predominance of instrumental interests, needs
and functions, presumably in whatever social system
both sexes are involved, while the feminine personality
tends more to the primacy of expressive interests,
needs and functions.
We would expect, by and large,
that other things being equal, men would assume more
technical, executive, and "judicial" roles, women
more supportive, integrative and "tension-managing"
roles ...
The husband has the primary adaptive
responsibilities, relative to the outside situation,
and that internally he is in the first instance
"giver-of-care," or pleasure, and secondarily the
giver of love, whereas the wife is primarily the
giver of love and secondarily the giver of care or
pleasure (Parsons and Bales, 1955:101,151).
This focus upon instrumental and expressive differentiation
within the marital dyad has come to be called Parsons and
Bales sex role differentiation theory

(1955).

In 1959 Strodtbeck and Mann published the results of
research with mock jury deliberations.

Their hypothesis was

that "sex differentiation in the jury will arise, and will
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result in men more frequently being task, and women, socialemotional specialists” (1956:4).

Small group analysis of

these deliberations found men taking the initiative directed
at finding solutions while women tended to react to the con
tributions of others.

Strodtbeck and Mann concluded,

"sex

role differentiation in interaction roles can be reliably
demonstrated"

(1956:11).

The empirical question raised by

this theory is to what degree does the sex role differentia
tion postulated by Parsons and Bales actually typify
interaction between spouses?
Divergent Viewpoints
Sex Role Differentiation Theory is not without its
critics.

Crano and Aronoff

(1975, 1978) have conducted two

studies in a cross-cultural context that tested Parsons and
Bales'

sex role differentiation theory.

Based upon data

derived from Murdock's Ethnographic Atlas, they examined the
degree with which males, to the exclusion of females,ful
filled the role of task specialist.
support Parsons and Bales'

Their findings could not

theoretical position.

They con

cluded that for the instrumental role, role sharing, not
segregation characterized the family
1975).

(Crano and Aronoff,

This same result held true for their analysis of the

expressive role

(1978).

Crano and Aronoff concluded that:

Parson and Bales's assumptions of a single dimen
sion of specialization, bounded at one end by the
expressive pole, and at the other by the instru
mental, was unduly simplistic.
At a minimum, two
orthogonal dimensions representing greater or
lesser instrumental involvement, and greater or
lesser expressive involvement, seem more appropriate.
The results of this study suggest that it is quite
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possible to have groups in which individual
parents concentrated on different roles, on
both roles to a moderate degree, or were in
volved to a major degree in both instrumental
and expressive functions (1978:470).
The universatility of Parsons and Bales'

sex role differ

entiation theory has been strongly challenged.

Its applica

bility to the contemporary American family has also been
challenged.
Williamson,
American Style'

in an essay entitled,
(1970) wrote,

'Marriage Roles,

"This theoretical distinction

between the instrumental and expressive role has only limited
relevance when applied to marital interaction"

(1970:152).

He goes on to say that sex differences in personality which
Parsons and Bales thought provided one, if not the.critical,
expression of sex differences,
century.

have diminished greatly this

Williamson argues that contemporary role expecta

tions and role enactments have sufficiently blurred sex roles
so that the instrumental-expressive differentiation for
married couples is no longer an adequate model.
Barry noted that the experimental work of Leik
Heiss

(1962) and O'Rourke

(1963) ,

(1963) raises serious question as

to whether or not Parsons and B a l e s ' hypothesis actually
typifies interaction between spouses

(1970:49).

Results from

these studies suggested that as people become more closely
acquainted with each other, the less they behave according to
cultural role prescriptions.

Mowrer concluded that role

differentiation in the American family is determined primar
ily by exigencies of the moment

(1969).

A theme throughout
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this research seems to be that the greater the intimacy of
the group, the less sex role differentiation explains inter
action patterns.

However, Rider examined husband-wife dyads

and stranger dyads to test whether familiarity weakens cul
tural role assignments

(1968).

He found no evidence to show

husband-wife dyads were more intimate or instrumental in
their relations than strangers.

Family Interaction Research

Before turning to the Methods chapter, it is necessary
to more clearly delineate some of the disciplinary trends
which form the substantive area of inquiry loosely called
"family interaction."

This is a relatively new field whose

ancestry and perspective owes something to a number of
disciplines.

Sociology, psychology,

clinical psychology,

psychiatry and anthropology have all made contributions to
the area but it is not dominated by any specific discipline.
Interactional Approach
In 1972 Riskin and Faunce conducted a major literature
review on the current status of quantifiable family inter
action research.

They saw family interaction as a relatively

new area of study that had emerged in the previous fifteen to
twenty years.

While the family has been a topic of interest

to many disciplines for a long time, the interaction approach
represents a shift in emphasis and methodology with three
other major kinds of family research preceding this inter
actional tack:

statistical, anthropological, and individual
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studies

(Haley, 1964 and Hill, 1964) .

interactional approach structural,

Straus has termed the

"because they deal with

the basic elements of social structure:

regularities in the

interaction of members of the social unit"

(1964:342).

The

interactional approach, according to Hill, allows social
scientists a better developmental insight into the family as
a system by focusing upon the interaction patterns and role
complexes of the family unit

(1964).

Haley in indicating the

recent shift towards viewing the family as a system talked
about,

"the habitual transactions between family members as

they interact with one another"

(1964:41-42).

Any literature review of family interaction research is
confronted with different techniques, theoretical biases and
goals across a score of journals.
(1972) and Christensen

Both Riskin and Faunce

(1964) have noted that the inter

disciplinary isolation in family research is striking.

Some

of the difficulties posed by this situation are aptly summed
up in this quote from Elliot and Meltzer:
Over 25 years ago Kurt Lewin (1948) observed that,
"Marriage is a group situation, and, as such, shows
the general characteristics of group life."
Yet,
quite obviously this call for analysis of marriage
as a group phenomenon has not been widely heeded.
The paucity of references to small group research
to be found in the Journal of Marriage and the
Family is matched only by the rarity of studies of
the marital dyad to be found in the pages of
Sociometry (1972:86).
Haley

(1962) thinks there is quite a difference between

'groups with a history1 (e.g., married couples, military or
business organizations)

and strangers.

Thus,

in Haley's

opinion family experiments and small group experiments
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confront very different measurement problems

(1962:270).

Since much of the small groups literature reflects work done
with ad hoc groups, Haley raises an excellent point.
The forerunner to much of the family interaction research
approach appeared in 1942.

Chappie and Coon

(1942) presented

the idea of origin-response ratio for exploring family and
societal roles in relation to power and deference.

There is

an initiator of verbal behavior

and a

person responding

(response).

(origin of actions)

A count of the origins of

action and of the responses for a person gives his originresponse ratio.

Chappie and Coon found that this ratio is

often constant across relations with others, and they thought
certain ratios could perhaps be linked to types of mental
illness

(1942:35-38).

Participation rates, who talks to whom,

and frequency counts are, perhaps, the modal methods for
family interaction studies.

However,

"the problem of cate

gorizing the interchange in such a way that families can be
rigorously contrasted is exasperatingly difficult."

(Haley,

1964) .
Many researchers have used experimental designs and
stimulation models to develop family interaction materials
(Winter and Ferreira, 1969; Goodrich and Boomer,

1963;

Straus, 1967; Ryder, 1968; and Olsen and Ryder, 1970).
According to Riskin and Faunce

(1972), the approach used in

this study would be a task generated interaction study or an
experimental problem solving situation from Goodrich and
Boomer's perspective

(1963).

The technique used in this
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research is a variation upon Strodtbeck's revealed differ
ences technique called the Inventory of Marital Conflict
developed by Olsen and Ryder
Interaction p r o c e s s .

(1970).

A n interactional approach intro

duces the idea of process into the family as a unit.

How

ever, the term process seems to be used "more as a metaphor
than as a construct with clear operational definitions"
according to Hertel

(1971:421).

Part of the difficulty

facing researchers seeking a more interactive analysis is
that a process orientation sees behavior as muc h a product
of mutual influence between actors as against reflecting just
normative antecedents.

As Glick and Gross note,

"Operational

definitions of interaction styles have largely failed to
take into account the reciprocal or mutual influence of
spouses' behavior

(i.e., communication response patterns or

chains of sequence"

(1975:506).

Furthermore, an interaction

analysis raised methodological problems for the researcher.
Survey research often indirectly tries to address process
through statistical controls,
an explanatory variable.

leaving the temporal factor as

This is a useful approach that does

deal with the time element though its data base is grounded
in a particular temporal locale.

One means of expressing

family interaction as a process is to place the behavior in
a stochastic framework.
probablistically.

Such a framework views behavior

The family interaction analysis performed

in this study looks at husband-wife behavior pairs in terms
of conditional probabilities.
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Dyads
Haley considered research dealing with 'groups with a
history' to be quite different from studies that focused on
strangers or ad hoc groups.
dyads.

Yet married couples are also

Thus, it is important in any consideration of marital

interaction to consider the issue from the perspective of
dyads.
Parsons and B a l e s 1emphasis upon role differentiation as
key to understanding the American family was because they
were,

"struck by the possible importance of the fact that the

family...

is everywhere a small group

theme in Bales'

(1955:vii).

A key

small group research at the time had been the

complex role differentiation that had repeatedly emerged in
this research area.

If one studies the subsystem of just

husband-wife, then the focus becomes even narrower.

In the

'Sociological Analysis of the Dyad' Becker and Useem (1942)
classified 2 general dyadic types.

Segmentalized dyads

reflects teacher-student and physician-patient type relation
ships.

Comprehensive dyads represented friendship pairs,

father-daughter type groupings or married couples.
The smallest social group is the dyad.

Simmel thought

that,
the difference between the dyad and larger groups
consists in the fact that the dyad has a different
relation to each of its two elements than have
larger groups to their members...
each of the two
feels himself confronted only by the other, not by
a collectivity above him...
for its life, it needs
b o t h , but for its death, only one...
It makes the
dyad into a group that feels itself both endangered
and irreplaceable (Wolff, 1950:124-125).
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Dyads place the individual in a one-on-one situation.

In

the absence of a third party coalition behavior is an impos
sibility.

Many group properties such as role differentiation,

leadership structure, cohesiveness,

status, pressure to con

form exert influences not easily seen in dyads

(Vinacke, 1969).

Research on dyadic behavior has found that dyads tend to have
high rates of showing tension and asking for opinions,
avoiding disagreement and antagonism while focusing on ex
changing information and agreement

(Hare, 1962).

This study's focus on married couples makes the small
groups literature both interesting and relevant to this study.
Dyadic behavior appears less bound by norms while more
dependent upon the current consent of both members than
larger sized groups.

There is no public opinion that can be

appealed to, and either member can stop the group by with
drawing or disagreeing.

This forces a degree of built-in

civility to the members'

interactions.

Despite this delicate

balance of power, research has shown,
there is a strong tendency for two asymmetric roles
to develop, that is, for the members to specialize
in different types of overt behavior.
The differ
ences appear in practically all categories of behavior.
Apparently, there is a tendency for one member to
gravitate towards a more active role and exercise the
power of initiation, while the other tends toward a
more passive role and holds the power of veto
(Hare,
1962:241).
A case can be made that marital dyads have several
unique characteristics that set them apart from other dyads.
As marriage partners, the couples bring a host of role sets
(Merton, 1957)

to their relationship.

In the appropriate
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situation the male partner may be a husband, lover, father
or PTA president.

It is the marital relationship that

integrates this variety of roles and gives them a sense of
purpose centering around the family.

The term marital dyad

covers a host of relationships between the partners — economic,
social, emotional and sexual.

The partners of a marital dyad

are tied together through a complex set of role relationships.
Literature Review Summary
Social scientists have been studying sex roles for
several decades.

As early as the 1930's attention was being

drawn to the study of gender as an establisher of role norms.
A review of the literature indicates that theories of roles
and the place gender played were being developed and re
searchers were studying the component of sex roles to deter
mine which traits were associated with women and which with
men.

The major point in the literature is that sex is a

master status or dominant role, thus making sex a primary
role allocator.
While sex roles as a master status appears to be uni
versal, the specific traits attributable to the sexes are
not.

Research in our culture, supported by the pilot study

at the University of New Hampshire undertaken as part of
this project, has shown the following two clusterings of
attributes:

men are seen as dominant, competitive, aggres

sive, rational, logical and daring.

Women are expected to

be supportive, warm, emotional, tactful, nurturing, pleasant
and submissive.

These traits play a dominant, though often

unconscious, part in determining our behavior.

III.

METHODS

The research on which this study is based came from the
"Marriage Project," as part of the research program carried
out by the University of New Hampshire's Department of
Sociology under an NIMH Training Grant during the Summer of
1975.

The Marriage Project drew two samples for securing

respondents:

a random sample from the towns of Dover and

Durham, New Hampshire

(N=62), and a non-random sample which

was obtained through referrals from local marriage counselors
(N=17).

Each couple was paid ten dollars for participating

in the study, a time commitment on their part of an hour and
a half to two and a half hours.
The research instrument used for the Marriage Project
was the Inventory of Marital Conflict.
collected two types of data:

This research tool

self-reports gathered through

the use of a questionnaire and answer sheets completed during
a joint discussion session between spouses.
of the respondents'

Tape recordings

joint discussion session provided a

behavioral record of the couple's interaction.
The Inventory of Marital Conflict
The Inventory of Marital Conflict (IMC)
basic format developed by Strodtbeck
Revealed Difference Technique.

follows the

(1951) called the

This approach involves having

the subjects independently complete a questionnaire and then
jointly discuss the items they disagree upon to reach a
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j o i n t decision.

The

approach stems from th e interest of

s o c i a l scientists a n d therapists in systematically observing
a n d recording actual fa m i l y interaction.

The revealed d i f 

f erences approach u s e d b y the IMC differs from a second g r o u p
of

family interaction measurement:

(Goodrich and Boomer,

The C o l o r Matching T e s t

1963; Ryder and Go o d r i c h , 1966; and

Ry d e r , 1966), the S I M F A M techniques (Straus,
S t r a u s and Tallman,

1966;

and Olson, 1968)

Tr u c k i n g Game (Deutsch a n d Krauss, 1964) .
fe r e n c e between the
the

1967, 1963;

and the Acme-Bolt
The major dif

IMC and these latter techniques is t h a t

IMC can be a d m i n i s t e r e d without e l a b o r a t e or extensive

laboratory facilities o r equipment.
The IMC was c o n s t r u c t e d with the i d e a of making several
improvements upon t h e Revealed Differences Technique (RDT) .
T h e RDT left it to c h a n c e how many items a couple or family
m i g h t disagree on.

The

IMC is structured so that most

s p o u s e s either agree or disagree on the same

items.

A great

d e a l of attention w a s p a i d to the content of the vignettes
u s e d in the IMC.

" A t t e m p t s to maximize t h e relevancy of t h e

vignettes were made b e c a u s e pretesting r e v e a l e d that couples
b e c a m e most involved in resolving the c o n f l i c t s which were
m o s t relevant to t h e m "
the

(Olson and Ryder,

IMC sought to e x p a n d

non-conflict vignettes.

1970:444).

Thirdly,

the discussion material by including
Thus, comparisons of marital i n t e r 

a c t i o n in both c o n f l i c t and non-conflict situations is
possible.
Description o f

IMC.

The IMC is c o m p o s e d of two p a r t s :
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individual resolution of the vignettes and the joint vignette
resolution session.

Prior to actually completing the IMC,

each of the couples participating in the Marriage Study was
given a brief introduction to the purpose of the IMC, and
were then asked to go to separate rooms to answer individual
history questionnaires.

In addition to the standard demo

graphic questions of age, education and income, the partici
pants were asked sets of questions concerning their feelings
about themselves,

their spouse and each partner's marital

contributions in four areas.

The complete Marriage Project

protocol is contained in Appendix 1.
After completing the individual history questionnaire,
the husband and wife were brought back together and given
instructions for completing the individual resolution of the
vignettes.

The couples were separated a second time and each

spouse was given the set of vignettes to read and an answer
sheet to complete.

A key item for each vignette on the

answer sheets was,

"Who is primarily responsible for the

problem?"
The IMC centers upon 18 short vignettes that deal with
various types of marital conflict.

Twelve of the 18

vignettes are conflict oriented, the-husband's story is
slanted to make the wife appear at fault while the wife's
story makes the husband appear at fault.

The remaining six

vignettes are identical or non-conflict; these stories are
slanted to make the same spouse appear guilty.

These iden

tical items were written so that husbands were guilty in
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three of the six vignettes and wives were
remaining three vignettes.

guilty in the

In a conflict vignette about

evening entertainment the husband is told:
When Jerry comes home from work in the evening he
is tired and likes to relax over a pleasant meal.
After dinner he prefers to be alone with his wife.
However, Betty does not understand Jerry's unwilling
ness to go out after a hard day's work, and she is
after him to go out partying in the evenings.
She
tells Jerry he is a lazy do-nothing.
The version given to the wives reads:
Jerry regularly comes home from work, eats and sits
down in front of the television set for the entire
evening.
Betty is cooped up in the house all day
and feels she will go crazy if she can't get out
and have some sort of contact with other human
beings.
Jerry refuses to go out and so there is a
disagreement between Betty and Jerry.
Each person was asked which spouse was responsible for the
problem and then the husband was asked,

"After working hard

all day should Jerry be allowed to spend a quiet evening at
home with his wife?"

The wife was asked,

"Should Jerry under

stand and respond to Betty's boredom by going out in the
evening?"
The third and final phase of the IMC consisted of
bringing the couples back together and asking them to fully
discuss each vignette and jointly fill out the answer sheet.
Each spouse was allowed to keep his or her response sheet
from the second phase, but the actual vignette text sheet was
removed.

The couples only had the one sentence vignette

descriptions on the answer sheet to base their recall upon.
For example,

for the conflict vignette described earlier the

answer sheet said,

"conflict regarding evening entertainment.
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Coding of Tape Recordings
Coding intent can take one of two directions:

1) it

can try to capture the full complexity of the interaction
between spouses or 2) it can try to reflect the intent of
the spouse's utterance as a totality.

The former approach

requires the researcher to break an utterance down into a
series of codes and occasionally even to double-code parts
of the same statement.

The latter approach, used in this

study, stressed choosing a code to summarize the meaning of
the full utterance.
Each transcript was coded twice, with a one day interval
between, to ascertain coding reliability and to insure high
coding quality.

A BSs category was assigned each time a

spouse "held the floor."

The coding structured the data in

terms of a husband/wife/husband/etc., order throughout the
data.

No spouse could receive more than one code during a

single "speakership."

After the second coding session for a

couple the two coding sheets were immediately compared.
Discrepancies were resolved through replaying the tape and
consulting the transcript.

As a reliability check a coder

was hired from the University of California, Berkeley, Survey
Research Center, to code a number of couples.

The intercoder

agreement ranged between 80 and 90 percent, with an average
of 85 percent.
Coding Instructions.

Haley, commenting upon some of the

methodological problems confronting family therapists, said,
"The importance of getting inference out of the collection
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of data is not mere quibbling but the most basic problem in
research"

(1964:45).

The coding of a sequence of inter

actions, be it with Content Analysis,

Interaction Process

Analysis or the Behaviors Scores System,

involves the re

searcher in some decision making about another's behavior.
Coding as a decision making process is not a one-dimensional
procedure but rather a complex juggling of several factors:
the Gestalt of the couple, tone of the utterance, actual
utterance itself, a consideration of the preceding codes as
well as the definitions and boundary lines of the coding
categories themselves.
One primary concern of the coding scheme was to reflect
the Gestalt of the couple.

Are there verbal styles that seem

to indicate habitual performance and which, therefore, should
be seen in a different light from their face value.

For

example, let's take a husband who is frequently saying "yah."
Is it a neutral or supportive act?

If it is a habitual act,

then it is more than likely a neutral act.

However, there

are times when the intent will clearly be supportive and thus
the act must be coded as support.
Coding categories.

The Behavior Scores System (BSs)

is an interaction process scoring system ...
designed
in an attempt to devise a set of scoring categories,
essentially using the same type of units that are
common to Chappie's, Bales' and other systems, but
focusing on definitions that would maximize content
areas corresponding to the peer assessments (Borgatta
and Crowther, 1965:46-77).
Practice coding resulted in the dropping of two categories.
Withdrawal was dropped due to its extreme infrequency.

The
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'assertive supportive1 category was merged with the suppor
tive category.

The modified BSs used had four categories:

neutral, assertive, antagonistic and supportive acts.

These

categories were defined by Borgatta and Crowthers as follows:
Assertions or dominant acts are acts in which the
individual takes the prominent position, initiating
conversation, and altering the pattern of discussion
...
Neutral assertions,.
"are basically continua
tions, explanations, expositions, and other forms of
communications that add to the amount of talking,
activity, and maintenance of a prominent or visible
position in the communication process"...
Antagonis
tic "acts are those associated primarily with the
rejection of others or the rejection of others through
the rejection of the position that others take"...
Supportive acts are "responses in the sense of
acknowledging others, their communications, or merely
making one's presence known in order to maintain the
interaction situation" (1965:47-48).
The BSs categories divide the spouse's communications
into one of four types.

As the pilot study indicated

(to be

described later in this chapter), these four categories can
be evenly split between being more appropriately masculine
or feminine.
Marriage Project d a t a .
of data for analysis.

This procedure produces two types

The first type comes from.the individ

ual history questionnaires and individual and joint vignette
answer sheets.
self-esteem,

This material provides data on the spouse's

feelings towards their spouse, marital contri

butions of themselves and their spouse and the couple's paper
and pencil responses to the vignettes.

The vignette resolu

tion material allows win scores to be calculated for the
spouses.

A win was credited to a spouse when the joint

decision was the same as that spouse's individual decision
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and their partner had chosen t h e other option.

T h e second

data type provided is the taped recorded d iscussion
of th e vignettes by the couples during the third phase.
These tape recorded discussions were s u b s e q u e n t l y coded
according to a modified version of B o r g a t t a and Crowther's
(1965) Behavior Scores System (BSs).

E a c h spouse's behavior

was classified into one of four actions:
2) dominant or assertive acts,

1) neutral acts,

3) antagonistic acts,

and 4)

supportive acts.
Conditional Probabilities
The Inventory of Marital C o n f l i c t evolved out o f the
methodological concerns of those involved in family i n t e r 
action research.

Besides the p a p e r and pencil m e a s u r e s of

conflict resolution, the Inventory creates an i n t e r action
data set (i.e., the tape recorded discussions).

Thi s record

of t h e couples interaction presents th e r e s e a r c h e r w i t h a
distinct challenge of coding t h e m a t erials in a fashion that
both accurately summarizes the data an d captures,
degree, the dynamics of the spouses'

exchanges.

to some
This study

analyzes the joint discussion i n the form of c onditional
probabilities.
Coding of the IMC tape recordings of the c o u p l e 's
joint discussions are used to anal y z e their intera c t i o n
patterns.

Conditional probabilities represent the p r o b a 

bility of X, given a specific frame of reference or sample
space.

Conditional probabilities are used in this s tudy to

summarize the spouse's responses, as probabilities,

to their

TABLE 1.

Utterance Characteristics of the Samples

Random
(N=62)

Clinical
(N=15)

Mean Number of Utterances

288

290

Median Number of Utterances

295

311

Range - high

608

386

107

173

96.1%

95.5%

low
Mean Intercoding Agreement
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partners'behavior

(expressed in terms of the BSs categories).

Given the 4 BSs categories as both antecedent conditions and
response acts there are 16 potential conditional probabilities
representing all possible spouse-spouse behavior-pairs.

Thus,

the conditional probabilities provide estimates of how the
spouses respond to their partner within a specifically de
fined behavioral reference

(i.e., the antecedent act), and

provides insights into the couples interaction processes.
Utterance characteristics.

The basic coding unit used

in this study was a Behavior Scores System category.

Table

1 presents the utterance characteristics of both samples for
the interaction data set.

As the table shows the vignettes

were discussed, assessments were made, compromises struck,
and mutually acceptable answers agreed upon rather quickly.
Each vignette was resolved on the average in 16 utterances,
taking three to four minutes.

In total elapsed time, the

couples ranged from a speedy 20 minutes to well over an hour
and a half, with an average time of just under an hour.

The

brevity of time the couples spent, along with the divergent
viewpoints held by the spouses prior to the joint discussion,
provides a structural rationale for understanding why the
modal interact for the spouses in both samples was assertive.
This brevity also meant that data at an individual vignette
level was too sparse for analysis.

Even aggregating across

the vignettes, the data remains sparse for certain behaviorpairs

(i.e., antagonism-support is one example).

The low

number of cases for the clinical sample, in certain instances,

TABLE 2.

Mean Scores From the Pilot Study Evaluation of the
BSs Categories

Appropriateness For
Categories

A.

B.

Males

Females

T

Male Respondents
Neutral

2.43

3.14

4.18**

Assertive

3.78

2.85

2.7 **

Antagonistic

3.14

2.29

2.18*

Support

2.79

3.86

2.85**

Neutral

3.44

3.28

Assertive

4.0

3.11

3.35**

Antagonistic

2.0

1.94

.18

Support

3.89

4.67

2.64**

Female Respondents

*
P <.025,df=36
** P < .01,df=26
*** P <.01,df=34

.6
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further compounds this problem.
Pilot Study
Since the central purpose of this study was to examine
sex role stereotype behavior in married couples, it was
important to insure that the coding scheme used was sex role
sensitive.

Coding categories had to be used which do, in

fact, reflect a cultural stereotype of sex roles.

Using such

a coding one can then determine the intent to which the
actual behavior of the husbands and wives in this sample fit
the stereotype.
In the Spring semester of 1976 at the University of New
Hampshire, a small pilot study was conducted using intro
ductory social psychology students.

The purpose of the study

was to examine the sex role appropriateness of the Behavior
Scores System (BSs) categories.

Did sex role stereotypes

operate to make some of the BSs categories more appropriate
for one sex than the other?

The students were asked to

judge, from a cultural rather than an individual perspective,
the appropriateness of each BSs category for females and then
males.

The research instrument used is presented in Appendix

2.
Presented in Table 2 are the evaluations of the appro
priateness of the BSs categories for each sex.

The results

show male students felt there was a statistically significant
difference in appropriateness between males and females for
all four BSs categories.

The male students felt assertive

ness and antagonism were more appropriately male attributes

TABLE 3.

Mean Scores From the Pilot Study Comparing the Sexes
Judgments for Each Sex

Sex of Respondent
Category

A.

B.

Males

Females

q*
ab

Appropriateness for
Males
Neutral

2.43

3.44

2.85*

Assertive

3.78

4.00

.66

Antagonistic

3.14

2.00

3.76*

Supportive

2.79

3.89

2.99*

Neutral

3.14

3.28

.4

Assertive

2.85

3.11

.96

Antagonistic

2.29

1.94

.84

Supportive

3.86

4.67

2.69*

Appropriateness for
Females

*P< .01,df=30
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while neutral and support a cts were seen as more a p p r o p r i 
ately female attributes.

Only

2 of the 4 BSs c a t e g o r i e s

showed statistical significance for the female s t u d e n t s .
Their evaluation showed assertiveness to be more a p p r o p r i 
ately male and support to be appropriately female,
pattern expressed by the male

students.

th e s a m e

Though t h e w o m e n ' s

results did not show sex differences for the neut r a l a n d
antagonism categories the r e s u l t s are important.

Antagonism

is clearly the least appropriate behavior for e i t h e r sex.
T h e women show a very different perspective towards n e u t r a l
acts than their male counterparts.
While Table 2 tests the

significance of d i f f e r e n c e s

between ratings when the sex role referent is "male"

and

"female," Table 3 tests the significance of ratings m a d e b y
male and female respondents.

Table 3 looked at p e r c e i v e d

sex differences by male and female students in e v a l u a t i n g t h e
appropriateness of the BSs categories for male a n d

females.

This table presents the same material but re-organized to
evaluate the sex differences i n the students' e v a l u a t i o n s of
the BSs categories.

There w e r e three statistically s i g n i f i 

cant results out of four comparisons of the students j u d g e 
ments of the BSs categories appropriateness for m a l e s .
Though the direction of the differences between t h e m e a n
scores all fit the sex role stereotype expectations.

The

students expressed a concensus that assertive a c t s w e r e
clearly within the male sphere.

The women students g a v e

males a much higher appropriateness rating for n e u t r a l

a cts
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than males gave themselves.

The women down-played antagonism

far more than the males did for males.

The men indicated

that support was much less appropriate for males than the
women thought.

Only one of the four comparisons for females

provided to be statistically significant.

The women students

saw support as a category to be much more appropriate for
females than did their male counterparts.

Other than for

that difference, the male and female students rated the
appropriateness of the remaining three BSs categories very
similarly.
Two points can be drawn from the pilot study results.
First, the students were clearly able to distinguish between
the BSs categories in terms of the categories' appropriateness
for women and men.

Given the students'

ability to perceive

sex differences in the BSs categories, males and females in
this study can be expected to show differences in their re
corded frequencies for these categories of behavior in a sex
role stereotyped fashion.

Secondly, the pilot study in

itself provides further evidence for sex role stereotypes in
our society between men and women.

The students saw asser

tive and antagonistic acts as falling within the male sphere
and support the female sphere.

The results surrounding

neutral are not as clear though the data suggest it, like
support,

falls in the female domain.
Demographic Characteristics

The random sample was drawn from two distinct communi
ties.

Durham,New Hampshire is the home of the State's land

TABLE 4.

Demographic Characteristics of the Couples

Random
Husband
Wife
%
%

Clinical
Husband
Wife
%
%

Education
Junior High

1.6

6.7

6.7

High School

9.7

16.1

33.3

6.7

Some College

12.9

35.5

40.0

40.0

College Graduate

33.9

35.5

20.0

46.7

Graduate School

41.9

12.9

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.1

Protestant

71.0

69.4

67.0

80.0

Catholic

19.4

20.0

33.0

20.0

Jewish

4.8

6.5

-

-

None

3.2

3.2

-

-

Greek Orthodox

1.6

-

-

-

-

-

-

Religion

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

9.9

8.3

10.0

20.0

20.0

10 - 14.9

13.3

18.4

53.0

40.0

15 - 19.9

25.0

25.0

20.0

20.0

20 - 24.9

20.0

18.3

-

25+

33.3

28.3

7.0

20.0

99.9

99.9

100.0

100.0

44

44

33

33

Family Income
0 -

Median Age
Mean Length of Marriage

20

-

9
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grant university.

Dover,New Hampshire is a New England

industrial town with a large blue collar population.

The

Dover community provided a very low response rate to the
study.

Many of the demographic variables reflect the heavy

influence of the Durham participants.
able in the education response.

This is most notice

For the random sample, the

modal category for men was having some graduate school level
education.

Only 11 percent of the random sample husbands and

16 percent of the wives did not attend college.

The modal

category for the clinical sample was "some college."

However,

53 percent of the clinical wives and 47 percent of the hus
bands never attended college.
Comparisons between the samples must bear in mind the
11 and 12 year age difference between the samples.
random sample spouses had a median age of 44.

Both

Clinical

sample husbands median age was 33, their spouses,

32.

Thus,

the number of years available for the clinical sample to be
married is less.

As the demographic information in Table 4

shows, the clinical couples were married an average of 9
years to the random sample's 20 years.

For family income

less than 30 percent of the random sample spouses reported
less than 15 thousand a year while this figure is over double
for the clinical sample.

Research Idea
Sex role stereotypes reflect the general tendency of the
members of a society to believe some attributes are more
characteristic of one group than another (Sherriffs and
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McKee, 1957).

This study, as an examination of sex role

stereotypes in marital interaction, has detailed the content
of present day American society's sex role standards— sex
role standards being defined as "the sum of socially desig
nated behaviors that differentiate between men and women"
(Broverman, et al, 1972).

In the literature review it was

noted that this study uses sex role prescriptions as norms
as a baseline from which to compare the couples' actual sex
role behavior.

More specifically, this study attempts to

answer the question to what degree does sex role differentia
tion typify interaction between spouses.
Across the more than 20 years of sex role research
reviewed the sex role standards appear very stable or in one
author's words "pervasive and persistent"
1972).

(Broverman, et al,

Women are favorably viewed as poised, sociable,

modest, religious,

lovable, warm, sympathetic and unfavor

ably considered snobbish, moody,

shy, emotional,

nervous, while men are seen favorably as witty,

foolish and
logical,

stable, calm, dynamic and rugged and unfavorably as tactless,
selfish, stern and outspoken

(Sherriffs and McKee, 1957).

The adjectives found in research to fall within masculine
and feminine domains fit very closely with the husband and
wife role systems conceptualized by Parsons and Bales

(1955).

The literature review coupled with the University of
New Hampshire pilot study provides a basis for operationally
defining sex roles and current sex role stereotypes.
definitions provide a basis for determining if spouse

These

behavior fits the sex role stereotype.
behavior is operationalized as:

Sex role stereotype

husbands are more assertive

than wives; wives are more supportive than husbands; husbands
are more antagonistic than wives; wives are more neutral than
husbands.

These operational definitions provide a measure of

each sample's sex role stereotype conformity through a com
parison of the couples' actual use of the Behavior Scores
System categories with the hypothesized patterns of use.
The interaction analysis focuses upon behavior-pairs.
The spouses interaction pattern is represented by 16 specific
behavior-pairs.

There are 4 masculine-masculine pairs

assertive-assertive),
supportive-supportive)

4 feminine-feminine pairs

(i.e.,

and 8 mixed behavior pairs

support-antagonism or assertive-neutral).

(i.e.,

(i.e.,

The operational

definitions of sex role stereotyped behavior above clearly
spells out the hypothesized outcome for masculine-masculine
and feminine-feminine behavior-pairs.

For the mixed behavior-

pairs, it is the response half of the behavior-pair that in
dicates if husbands or wives should have a greater condition
al probability

(hereafter CP) than their spouse.

IV.

FINDINGS

In the literature review,

one author dre w the conclusion

that,
Characteristics a s c r i b e d to m e n are p o s i t i v e l y
v a l u e d more often t h a n c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s a s c r i b e d
t o women. The p o s i t i v e l y - v a l u e d m a s c u l i n e
t r a i t s form a cluster o f r e l a t e d b e h a v i o r s
w h i c h entail competence, r a t i o n a l i t y , and
assertion; the p o s i t i v e l y - v a l u e d f e m i n i n e t r a i t s
t r a i t s form a cluster w h i c h r e f l e c t w a r m t h an d
expressiveness (Broverman, e t al, 1972:61).
The consequences of such b e h a v i o r r a n g e
chic t o our occupational s t r u c t u r e .

from individual p s y 

It m a n d a t e s w o m e n t o

finish second by the very a d j e c t i v e s w i t h w h i c h s e l f c o n c e p t s
are constructed.

Edwards f o u n d the m o r e s o c i a l l y d e s i r a b l e

a t r a i t the more frequently it w o u l d be r e p o r t e d as s e l f descriptive on personality t e s t s

(1957) .

agery favors masculine: t r a i t s o v e r

Our cultural im

f e m i n i n e ones.

and J a r r e t t (1953) found t h a t m e n a n d w o m e n s h a r e

Sherriffs
the s ame

stereotypes about the two sexes.
Sex Differences in S e l f E s t e e m
The

self esteem section o f t h e i n d i v i d u a l h i s t o r y

questionnaire led the spou s e s t h r o u g h a se t of m e a s u r e s c o n 
cerning the respondents'

feelings about themselves

and t h e i r

spouses.

This data was e l i c i t e d t h r o u g h a 10 q u e s t i o n

sequence,

asked first about

sel f

(e.g.,

I feel t h a t I'm a

person of worth; I take a p o s i t i v e a t t i t u d e t o w a r d s my self,
etc.

...).

This question s e q u e n c e w a s t h e n r e p e a t e d for t h a t

person's perception of t h e i r s p o u s e
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(e.g.,

I feel that s h e / h e

51

TABLE 5.

Random Sample's Feelings About Self
Mean
Question

Husbands

1
Wives

T

I feel that I'm a person of
worth, at least on an equal
plane with others.

3.47

3.38

.71

I feel that I have a number
of good qualities.

3.47

3.38

.71

All in all, I am inclined to
feel that I am a failure.

3.60

3.11

.62

I am able to do things as
well as most other people.

3.25

3.11

1.12

I feel I do not have much to
be proud of.

3.63

3.44

1.36

I take a positive attitude
towards myself.

3.45

3.06

3.05*

On the whole, I am satisfied
with myself.

2.93

3.03

.73

I wish I could have more
respect for myself.

3.13

3.05

.54

I certainly feel useless at
times.

2.82

2.64

1.20

At times I think I am no
good at all.

3.27

3.24

.02

3.30

3.19

Average

*p <.01
*A four was. assigned to the highest self esteem response
either strongly agree or strongly disagree depending upon
the question wording.

TABLE 6.

Clinical Sample's Feelings About Self

Mean
Question

1

Husbands

Wives

T

I feel that I'm a person of
worth, at least on an equal
plane with others.

3.27

3.2

.51

I feel that I have a number
of good qualities.

3.43

3.2

All in all, I am inclines to
feel that I am a failure.

3.14

3.0

.55

I am able to do things as
well as most other people.

3.07

3.13

.4

I feel I do not have much to
be proud of.

3.43

3.07

1.39

I take a positive attitude
towards myself.

3.07

2.93

.7

On the whole, I am satisfied
with myself.

2.93

2.4

2.18*

I wish I could have more
respect for myself.

2.73

2.43

1.11

I certainly feel useless at
times.

2.73

2.27

1.54

At times I think I am no
good at all.

3.07

2.4

2.15*

3.09

2.80

Average

1.0

*p <.025, d f = 2 8 .
i
A four was assigned to the highest self esteem response
either strongly agree or strongly disagree depending upon
the question wording.
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is a person of worth...).

Four answer categories

{i.e.,

ranging from "strongly agree" to "strongly disagree")

were

offered the respondents.
Table 5 presents the random sample's means on each of
these 10 questions.

Several points can be made about the

random sample from the data in Table 5.
mean scores than their wives.

Husbands had higher

If the outcome of each

question, in terms of who would be higher, was chance

(prob

ability equal .5) the binomial probability of husbands
having higher means in 9 out of 10 cases is P=.010
1973).

(Freund,

The clinical sample data displayed in Table 6 also

shows husbands attaining higher scores in 9 out of 10
questions, though the one reversed statement is different
than the one reversed for the random sample.

The direction

of the differences between husbands and wives in both
samples does not appear to be due to chance.

The data sup

ports the conclusion that husbands and wives differ signifi
cantly in terms of their feelings towards themselves.
These findings add to the body of evidence that men and
women have measurable differences in self-esteem.

The

results provide generalized support for the idea that male
and female traits differ in their social desirability.
"The content of the self-conceptions of men and women will
very likely reflect the differences in the esteem with which
the two sexes are regarded"

(Sherriffs and McKee, 1957:371).

The pattern of differences between the husbands and wives
was statistically significant as measured by the binomial
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probability for both samples.

Though for specific compari

sons of means, only one question of the random sample and two
questions for the clinical sample were husbands and wives
statistically significant.

Random sample husbands were much

more forceful in their response to 'I take a positive atti
tude towards myself'

than were their spouses.

Clinical

sample husbands were more rejecting of 'At times I think I
am no good at all' and more supportive to 'On the whole, I
am satisfied with myself'

than their spouses.

For both samples husbands and wives behaved in the
expected fashion.

However, the clinical sample's performance

in comparison with the random sample's raises some questions
about the clinical sample's conformity to present day sex
role norms.

The clinical sample spouses had lower self

esteem scores and averages than did their random sample wives
suggesting that there may be important differences between
the samples.

The idea that there are differences between the

samples is further supported by some of the differences be
tween the random sample and the clinical sample wives.

The

clinical sample wives expressed much lower 'feelings about
self' than the random sample wives.

Clinical sample wives

averaged below 3.0 on five of the ten questions compared to
just one score below 3.0 for the random sample wives.
Feelings about their spouses.

If both men and women

value masculine traits or characteristics more positively
than feminine attributes, one can hypothesize that wives
would rate their husbands more highly than they would rate
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TABLE 7.

Random Sample's Feelings About Their Spouses
Means
Husbands Scored
Their Wives

Wives Scored
Their Husbands

I feel that I'm a person of
equal worth, at least on a
plane with others.

3.73

3.74

I feel that I have a number
of good qualities.

3.68

3.73

All in all, I am inclined to
feel that I am a failure.

3.79

3.84

I am able to do things as
well as most other people.

3.62

3.52

I feel I do not have much to
be proud of.

3.74

3.81

I take a positive attitude
towards myself.

3.48

3.53

On the whole, I am satisfied
with myself.

3.67

3.64

I wish I could have more
respect for myself.

3.48

3.56

I certainly feel useless at
times.

3.32

3.42

At times I think I am no
good.at all.

3.62

3.64

Average

3.62

3.64

5f

TABLE 8.

Clinical S a m p l e 1s Feelings About Their Spouses

Means
Husbands Scored Wives Scored
Their Wives
Their Husbands

Question
I feel that I'm a person
of worth, at least on an
equal plane with others.

3.33

3.27

I feel that I have a
number of good qualities.

3.4

3.33

All in all, I am inclined
to feel that I am a
failure.

3.07

3.33

I am able to do things as
well as most other people.

3.29

3.2

I feel I do not have much
to be proud of.

3.4

3.2

I take a positive attitude
towards myself.

2.93

2.73

On the whole, I am satis
fied with myself.

2.87

2.53

I wish I could have more
respect for myself.

2.8

2.4

I certainly feel useless
at times.

3.0

2.73

At times I think I am no
good at a l l ..

3.47

2.73

Average

3.16

2.95

*p <.05, df=28

T

2.24
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themselves.

Immediately following the respondents'

ratings

of their feeling towards themselves, they were asked to rate
their spouse.

The information gathered in this rating of

spouse section can be used to test the above hypothesis.
Table 7 presents the random samples'
partners.

ratings of their

Both husbands and wives responded more positively

to their spouse than they responded to themselves.

Random

sample wives had only one mean below 3.5 when rating their
husbands while their mean rating of themselves was only 3.19.
Similarly, husbands never rated their wives below their
average rating of themselves,

3.30.

Both spouses signifi

cantly increased the positiveness of their feelings when
rating their partner.

As the data in Table 8 shows, this

was not the case for the clinical sample.

Though both

clinical spouses were more positive towards their partners
than themselves, the degree was much less compared to the
random sample.

In the clinical sample, husbands' ratings of

their wives were higher on 9 of the 10 questions than wives'
ratings of husbands.

For the random sample this had dropped

to just 3 out of 10 questions.

The random sample wives'

behavior was in accordance with the hypothesis, while the
clinical sample's wives were not.

Furthermore, none of the

random sample's means when compared for husband-wife proved
statistically significant,

though the statement "At times I

think he/'she is no good at all" proved to be statistically
significant for the clinical sample.

However, Chi-squares

performed between the sexes for each sample for 'feeling
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about spouses' data were both statistically significant,
indicating that in an overall context the data was distin
guished by sex differences.
The data from the feelings about self and spouse section
of the

individual questionnaire provide a basis for

several conclusions.

Empirical investigations into the con

tent of sex role stereotypes indicated two important sex
differences in regard to self concepts and self esteem.

Men

had higher self esteem than women and both sexes considered
male traits more valuable than femine characteristics.

Both

these behaviors were shown to be true for the random sample
while only the latter item was evidenced in the clinical
sample's results.

Though sex role stereotypes are a multi

faceted concept, the random sample's behavior during the
feelings about self and spouse section clearly fits \i/ithin
the sex role stereotyped model.

The results for the clinical

sample are more contradictory.
The analysis did uncover several unexpected results.
The random sample husbands' very positive valuations of their
spouses, barely less than their wives rated them, needs con
sideration— especially in light of how differently the
clinical sample responded,

in terms of degree.

The clinical

sample's behavior also requires some consideration.

Clini

cal sample husbands rated themselves below random samples
wives average evaluation.

This reversing of the expected

sex difference raises questions about sample differences.

A

close inspection of the lower rated statements by the clini

cal sample about their spouse, reinforce the idea that there
are real differences between the samples.

Clinical sample

wives display very low self-esteem when looking at the
statement,

'At times I think I am no good at all,' giving

this statement their lowest rating for self and second lowest
for feeling about spouse, while their spouses expressed their
strongest positive feeling for their wives on this statement.
That contradiction almost seems symbolic in light of their
being the "clinical'1 sample.
The relationship of marital roles and sex roles was an
issue of debate in the sex role literature.

Parsons and Bales

felt that marital roles were a reflection of sex roles and
could be distinguished along 'task' or 'expressive'
(1955).

lines

The critical dimension upon which family role dif

ferentiation occurs is the instrumental-expressive dimension.
The husband, as a male, is outwardly oriented and occupation
plays a central role in the male identity.

The wife is sta

tus dependent upon her spouse and forced to build her
activities around the 'pseudo-occupation'
(Parsons, 1942).

of housewife

The adjective check list research into sex

role stereotypes seems supportive of this viewpoint.

How

ever, a number of social scientists have suggested that
there are other processes and explanations available for
understanding marital interaction.

Mowrer thought that role

differentiation within the family reflected the exigencies
of the moment

(1969).

Williamson wrote that contemporary

sex role expectations and performances had blurred the idea
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of instrumental-expressive differentiation for married
couples

(1970).

Barry

(1970) pointed out a set of studies

that was earlier summarized as suggesting the greater the
intimacy of the group, the less sex role differentiation
explains interaction patterns.
Marital Contributions
The spouses were asked to gauge their spouse's as well
as their own marital contributions in four areas of married
life.

An analysis of these self reports can provide another

test of the samples^ and couples' sex role stereotype confor
mity.

Given Parsons and Bales'

framework for marital role

differentiation, economic and sexual activities can be con
sidered instrumental activities while social and emotional
activities fall within the expressive sphere.

These four

'global' role areas conform very well to the sex role stereo
types for males and females.

Husbands should report greater

effort than their wives in the areas of economic and sexual
contributions.

Wives should report greater contributions in

the social and emotional role areas if the spouses self
reports are to correspond to contemporary sex role stereo
types.

Furthermore,

if the same pattern of rating partners

higher than self that emerged in the self esteem section
holds true, husbands will rate wives higher than wives will
rate themselves for social and emotional marital contribu
tions while wives will rate their spouse's performance for
economic and sexual areas higher than husbands rated them
selves.

TABLE 9.

Random Sample's Marital Contributions, Self Evaluation

Role

Much More
Than It
Ought To Be

More Than
It Ought
To Be

Just
About
RIGHT

Less Than
It Ought
To Be

Much Less
Than It
Ought To Be

My Contribution Is

%

%

%

%

%

H

1.6

1.6

67.2

W

0

4.9

H

0

W

Economic

Social

Emotional

Sexual

Total

* p <.05, df=l
** P <.01, df=l

X

6.6
3.3

2.64

75.4

23.0
16.4

8.1

30.6

56.5

4.8

2.42

1.6

8.1

59.7

30.6

0

2.81

H

0

6.5

43.5

46.8

3.2

2.53

W

3.2

4.8

75.8

16.1

0

2.95

H

4.9

18.0

60.6

14.8

1.6

3.1

W

0

1.6

62.9

33.8

1.6

2.65

H

1.6

8.5

50.4

35.4

4.1

2.67

W

1.2

4.8

68.4

24 .3

1.2

2.81

2.82

x2

4.0*

12.2**

16.0**

6.1**

16.3**

TABLE 10.

Clinical Sample's Marital Contributions, Self Evaluation

Role

More Than
Much More
Than It
It Ought
To Be
Ought To Be

My Contribution Is

Economic

Social

Emotional

Sexual

Total

* p<.l, df=l
** p < .05, d f =28
* * * p < .025, df=28

%

H

0

W

6.6

H

%

Just
About
Right

%

Much Less
Less Than
Than It
It Ought
Ought To Be
To Be

%

X

X

2

T
Score

%

6.6

40.0

53.3

0

2.53

13.3

60.0

13.3

6.6

3.0

0

6.6

46.7

27.7

20.0

2.4

W

0

33.3

46.7

13.3

6.6

3.1

H

6.6

6.6

46.7

33.3

6.6

2.73

W

20.0

13.3

27.7

27.7

13.3

3.0

H

0

6.6

46.7

33.3

13.3

2.47

H

0

13.3

46.7

6.6

33.3

2.4

H

1.7

6.7

45.0

36.7

10.0

2.53

W

6.7

18.3

45.0

15.0

15.0

2.88

2.06*

2.13**

.73

.19

4.9*

<Ti

(U
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Questionnaire d a t a :

In the marital contribution section

of the Marriage Project's individual history questionnaire
the spouses were asked about their economic, social, emo
tional and sexual contributions to their marriage.

The

respondents were presented with a set of four statements,
three times.

The first sequence posed the issues as:

"In

terms of our economic, social, emotional, or sexual life, my
contribution as a wife/husband is, "much more than it ought
to be," "more than it ought to be," "just about right," "less
than it ought to be,"

"much less than it ought to be."

second round's approach was,
tribution is:"

"My wife/husband thinks my con

The cycle concludes with,

contribution is:"

The

"My wife/husband's

These perspectives on marital roles allows

the spouse's conformity to the sex role stereotypes to be
assessed.
"My contributions".

The findings from the marital con

tribution questionnaire substantiated several of the hypoth
eses presented in Tables 9 and 10.

For the random sample

(hereafter RS) the differences between husbands and wives
were statistically significant in all four areas.

However,

the random sample's results failed to support one of the
four hypothesized relationships between RS spouses.

RS wives

reported mean economic contribution was significantly higher
than RS husbands.

This finding was completely unexpected.

Economic contributions require a task as well as an external
orientation to the family unit.

Sex role stereotypes portray

husbands as breadwinners and wives as housewives and mothers.
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RS husbands

who reported lower economic contributions than

their spouses do not fit the stereotype.

The result does

make sense after further consideration and some assumptions.
Within any role set

(Merton, 1957)

some roles will be more

salient for the individual than other roles.

The salience

of certain roles plays a role in an individual's identity and
concepts of self.

The bread-winner role should be very

salient to contemporary American males according to the sex
role literature.

How can the RS husbands, who fit the sex

role stereotype expectations in the previous section, still
be stereotyped yet report lower economic contributions than
their wives?
An answer can perhaps be found in the importance of a
particular role or roles to an actor.

If the bread-winner

role is a central role, husbands might have downplayed their
contribution in light of what they would like to be able to
contribute.

In a society that stresses material success,

downplaying the degree of one's economic contribution may be
an expression or reflection of anxiety about the quality
(remember the answer categories for these four marital roles
were posed in terms of ought to be) of their contribution.
A review of the RS h u s bands' income data indicates that they
are doing quite well as bread-winners.
The random sample's results in the other three contribu
tion areas supported the hypothesized relationships.

RS

wives made greater contributions in the social and emotional
areas while RS husbands made a greater contribution in the
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sexual sphere.

The clinical sample's results are somewhat

different and appear to reflect a lower degree of sex role
stereotype conformity.
The random sample showed sex differences between the
spouses in all four areas.

For the clinical sample

(here

after CS) only two of the four marital role areas were of
statistical significance
areas).

(i.e., the economic and social

Like the random sample, the clinical sample's

results conformed to three of the four hypothesized relation
ships between wives and husbands.

The one area of exception

was that CS wives showed a higher mean economic contribution
than CS husbands.

The earlier discussion of this outcome

for the random sample is also applicable for the clinical
sample.

Two of the three supported hypothesized relationships

proved statistically significant for the clinical sample.
CS husbands and wives failed to reveal sex differences in the
emotional and sexual role contribution areas.

As in the

"feelings about self and spouse" section, the clinical
sample's results raise questions about their conformity to
the sex role stereotypes.
Given the random sample's conformity to hypothesized
husband-wife relations in these first two sections, the
clinical sample has displayed markedly less sex role stereo
type conformity.

These contrary sex role stereotype findings

are that CS husbands' mean sexual contribution is less than
RS wives'mean sexual contribution.

CS wives have noticeably

higher contribution means for economic,

social and sexual

TABLE 11.

Random Sample's Marital Contributions, Spouse Evaluations
Much More More Than
Than It
It Ought
Ought To Be
To Be

Role
My Spouse's
Contribution Is
Economic

Social

Emotional

Sexual

Total

%

Just
About
Right
%

%

Less Than Much Less
It Ought
Than It
To Be
Ought To Be
%

%

X

H

6.5

12.9

74.2

4.8

1.6

3.18

W

1.6

14.5

79

3.2

1.6

3.11

H
W

3.2

11.3

58.1

27.4

0

2.9

71

27.4

0

2.74

H

1.6

16.1

64.5

16.1

1.6

3.0

W

1.6

3.2

80.6

11.3

3.2

2.93

H

0

3.2

56 .5

33.8

6.5

2.56

W

0

6.5

85.5

8.1

0

2.98

H

2.82

10.9

63.3

20.6

2.4

3.07

W

0.8

79

12.5

1.2

2.94

0

1.6

6.5

T
Scores

.5

1.14

.51

3.23’

*p <.01

a\

TABLE 12.

C l i n i c a l Sample's M a r i t a l C o n tributions,

Role

Much More
T h a n It
O u g h t To Be

M o r e Tha n
It O u g h t
T o Be

J ust
About
Right

%

%

%

M y S p o u s e 's
C o n t r i b u t i o n Is
Ec o nomic

Social

Em o t i o n a l

Sexual

Total

Spouse E v a l u a t i o n s
Les s Than
M u c h L ess
It O u g h t
T h a n It
T o Be
O u g h t T o Be
%

X

%

H

0

13.3

66.7

20.0

0

2.93

W

0

6.7

66.7

26.7

0

2.8

H

6.7

0

53.3

33.3

6.7

2.67

W

0

6.7

33.3

40.0

20.0

2.27

H

6.7

33.3

20.0

33.3

6.7

W

0

6.7

20.0

53.3

20.0

2.13

H

0

0

26 .7

33.3

40.0

1.87

W

6.7

6.7

60.0

26.7

2.67

H

3.3

11.7

41.7

30.0

13.3

2.62

W

1.7

6.7

45.0

30.0

16.7

2.47

0

T
S core

3.0

.225

3.8**

2.4*

2.11*

* p <.025, d f =28
** p <.010, d f =28
v|
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areas than their RS counterparts, but the relationship
reverses in the sexual area.
"My s p o u s e 1s contribution" .
spouses rated their partners'

In the self-esteem section

'feelings about self' higher

than they rated their own feelings, and the sex differences
between spouses were greatly diminished.

As the results in

Tables 11 and 12 show the spouses' marital contributions
ratings of their partners follows this same pattern.

The

only statistically substantiated sex differences for the RS
is in the sexual arena.

For the clinical sample only the

economic contribution area was not statistically significant.
The clinical samples discrepancies in their perceptions of
one another deserve comment.

The clinical sample was drawn

through referrals from marriage counselors.

As couples they

had made a "public acknowledgement" of marital difficulties.
The results,

particularly in comparison with the random

sample, suggest marital difficulties.

This can best be seen

in the results for sexual contributions.

CS husbands using

discrepancies in these ratings as a measure of marital dif
ficulties gave their lowest score given by anyone to anybody
and places their wives between

'less than'

and 'much less

t h a n 1 it ought to be for sexual contributions.
tions came out just below 'just about right.'

RS evalua
Finally, the

CS scores in relation to the R S 's scores in every situation
are less favorable.

To the point that CS husbands often have

lower means than RS wives.

Either CS husbands are not sex

role stereotyped as has been earlier defined, or in Cottrell's

framework they belong to a different cultural subgroup (1942).
The marital contributions section dealt with the
spouse's self-reported role performances in four areas of
married life.

Parsons and Bales have suggested that the

husband has the primary instrumental role in sexual relations
(1955:151).

Economic contributions are a direct assessment

of instrumental activity.

The economic and sexual

contribution materials provide a very direct evaluation of
the husbands' role performances in these two arenas.

The

findings show that husbands perceived their sexual contribu
tions or role performance as greater than their spouses con
sidered their own.
contributions.

This pattern was not upheld for economic

It was suggested that the critical importance

of this role to husbands lead them to downplay their actual
contributions to their family.

The wives, in both samples,

reported greater contributions than their spouses in the
social and emotional areas.
typically feminine.

Both of these areas are stereo-

One surprising result came from the low

evaluations both sexes in both samples gave their sexual
contributions.

Clinical sample husbands evaluated their

wives sexual contributions significantly less than their
spouses saw themselves.

The overall lower sexual contribution

means is not that unexpected given our society's concern with
sexual performance and like the economic results for husbands
the results may reflect some performance anxiety.
cal sample husbands'

The clini

findings suggest dissatisfaction with

their partner's sexual behavior.
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Sex roles have been defined as the behavioral expecta
tions of society based upon one's sex.

The sex role stereo

type literature has indicated that these expectations can be
summarized as masculine for males and feminine for females.
The differential evaluation of marital contributions by the
husbands and wives for the four areas reflects appropriate
sex role behavior.

The RS for the marital contributions

section conformed to the conventional sex role stereotypes
on three of the four items.
Joint Discussion

The following section examines the couples as interact
ing units., coded so that judgments concerning their sex role
stereotype conformity could be reached.

The spouses'

inter

action patterns have been framed as simple and conditional
probabilities.
The couple's task during the joint discussion was clear
from the instructions read to them:

"Now we would like you to

discuss fully the conflict each couple is having and decide
who is primarily responsible for the problem."

The situation

the couples were placed in called for exchanging information,
asking and giving opinions and negotiating solutions, all of
which are activities that make the participants conversa
tionally prominent.
history"

Since the couples were "groups with a

(Haley, 1962) they had probably engaged in countless

"joint discussion" sessions in the past.
ported by the impressions,

This idea is sup

apparent during the coding pro-

TABLE 13.

Simple Probabilities for Each of the Behavior
Scores System Categories

,1

Random1
Response
Categories

Husband

Wife

Clinical
Husband

Wife

Assertive

.764

.722

.748

.772

Neutral

.108

.149

.126

.142

Support

.082

.090

.104

.084

Antagonism

.039

.031

.018

.048

^Columns do not sum to 100..0 exactly due to rounding error.
^It is important to note that Borgatta and Crowther in their
development of the BSs found a somewhat different profile
from the one shown in Table 13(1965:56).
Their percent of
total, mean scores for the categories was neutral, 71.2;
assertive, 10.7; antagonistic, 3.1; and combined support
categories was 13.7.
In this study neutral and assertive
acts were reversed in terms of frequency.
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cess, that the couples went directly to the task with no
preliminary or unrelated discussion.

As the discussion of

the utterance characteristics in the previous chapter
pointed out, on; the whole the couples were very straightfor
ward in tackling and resolving the 18 cases, averaging just
16 utterances per vignette.
average,

As Table 13 indicates, on the

12 of the 16 acts were classified as assertive acts.

The data displayed in Table 13 represent both samp l e s ’
simple probabilities, or frequencies of use, for each
Behavior Scores System category.
spouses'

The majority of all

interacts were assertive acts; random sample (here

after RS) husbands probability of P =.77, clinical sample
(hereafter CS) husbands P =.75, RS wives P =.72 and CS
wives P =.73 for assertive behavior.

As the table shows,

both samples had the same rank ordering for their use of the
BS's categories with neutral utterances the second most fre
quent act, support the third, and antagonism the least
frequent behavior.

The low occurrence of antagonism is in

line with the dyadic research that has shown the participants
have higher rates of information exchange and agreement while
avoiding disagreement and antagonism than larger size groups
(Hare, 1962).
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The findings in Table 13 show small differences in
direction which is consistent with the U.N.H. pilot study
results.

Those findings showed college undergraduates of

both sexes thought from a cultural, if not a personal, point
of view, that assertive and antagonistic behavior were more
appropriate for men than women.

Conversely, these students

thought support and neutral behavior were more appropriate
for women.

The RS's results in Table 13 are in complete ac

cordance with the students' expression of our sex role
stereotype regarding these four BSs categories.
Though the actual differences between the sexes were small,
the binomial probability for the sample being four out of
four, in terms of predicted direction yielded P =.062
(assuming each possible outcome was chance).

CS wives

show the highest use of antagonism of the four spouse groups,
nearly a threefold greater frequency than their husbands
displayed for this behavior.
level of support.

CS husbands have the highest

Both these patterns are contrary to

the sex role standards reviewed earlier.

The RS's behavior

fits the sex role stereotype hypotheses while the CS's
results do not.
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T A B L E 14.

Summary Table of Conditional P r o b abilities for
Assertive Response

Acts
Antecedent Response

Random

Clinical

Husb a n d

Wife

N e u t r a l Assertive

.87

.85

.89

.87

A s s e r t i v e Assertive

.82

.72

.76

.78

Antagonism Assertive

.79

.64

.60

.57

S u p p o r t Assertive

.68

.68

.75

.70

Husband .

Wife
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Conditional Probabilities as Interaction
assertive a c t s .

The results from the Univ e r s i t y of N e w

Hampshire pilot study indicate that bot h m a l e and female
students considered assertive acts to be m o r e appropriate
for men than women.

The sex role literature found that me n

were described by b o t h sexes as aggressive,
confident, independent,
McKee, 1956) .

dominant,

forceful and dynamic

self-

(Sherriffs and

The adjectives use d to describe w o m e n f a v o r 

ably lacked th e drive or "instrumental" focus crucial to
Parsons and B a l e s

(1955) .

The sex role stereotype hypotheses

set forth in t h e previous chapter state that men w ould use
assertiveness m o r e frequently tha n women.

The simple p r o b a 

bilities in T able 13 support this statement.

However, whe n

one looks at th e assertive behavior of the spouses as a
response to the four different antecedent conditions
their spouse:1s last behavior)

(i.e.,

the situation is not as clear

cut.
The RS's use o f assertiveness in response to neutral,
assertive and supportive acts is nea r l y the same for b o t h
sexes as shown in T able 14.

Surprisingly,

closeness of t h e probabilities,
role stereotype hypothesis,

in light of the

but in line w i t h the sex

husbands'

scores wer e greater than

their wives' in tv/o of the four comparisons while they were
tied for the assertive-assertive and support-assertive b e 
havior pairs.

RS's husbands'

highest assertive response,
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CP =.87, was following a neutral act while their wives
averaged CP =.85.

RS wives differed from their spouses

only in response to antagonism, CP =.64, their lowest as
sertive response compared to their husbands' CP =.79.

For

two of the four antecedent states, RS wives' responses were
as assertive as their h u s b a n d s '.
There are three differences that contrast the CS's
assertive response pattern with the RS's.

Like the RS, CS

husbands responded assertively to most behavior; but, like
their wives, they were m ost assertive after a neutral act.
The first sample difference appears in the assertiveassertive behavior-pair.

CS husbands had lower CP than

their wives, though both spouses had higher CP's than the RS,
The second difference concerned the antagonism-assertive
behavior-pair.

Both CS spouses showed a noticeable drop in

their likelihood of following an antagonistic act with
assertiveness.

This pattern is quite similar to the one

show by the RS wives for the same behavior-pair.

Like that

situation, it suggests that antagonism is a special case and
receives a different response pattern than the other ante
cedent acts elicit.

Thirdly, CS husbands were more asser

tive in the face of support, CP =.75.

than their spouses,

CP =.70, and both spouses had higher supportive-assertive
CP's than the RS.

In response to supportive behavior, the

CS took a more "masculine" stance than did the RS.
Both the CS and RS samples' use of assertiveness fol
lowing a neutral utterance deserves comment.

For both

TABLE 15.

Summary Table of Conditional Probabilities for
Neutral Response
Clinical

Random

Acts

Husband

Wife

Husband

Wife

Neutral Neutral

.11

.12

.10

.10

Assertive Neutral

.11

.12

.09

.09

Antagonism Neutral

.06

.23

.23

.20

Support Neutral

.14

.13

.08

.18

Antecedent Response
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samples this was the highest use of assertive behavior in
any situation.

Though neutral has been defined as a

"feminine" act, the extreme "masculine" response to this
particular behavior is significant.

It seems that the

"passivity" of a neutral utterance invites a powerful or
forceful response.

That the husbands and wives in both

samples' neutral-assertive scores ranged between CP =.85 to
.89 strongly suggests a type of "void-filling” behavior.
is easy to speculate a spouse thinking,
a position, I sure will."

It

"If you won't take

The results suggest the surest

means of eliciting an assertive behavior is to make a
neutral statement.
Neutral a c t s .

The sex role literature places neutral

ity in the feminine characteristic cluster.

Women were

found in one study to be "very tactful," "not at all selfconfident," and "very uncomfortable about being assertive,"
and have "a very strong need for security"
al., 1972).

(Broverman, et

For purposes of this study, neutral has been

classified as a "feminine" act.

As Table 15 shows, the RS

spouses had an average CP =.124 for neutral as a response
to itself, assertive and support acts.

The RS spouses used

neutral behavior very differently following an antagonistic
act.

RS husbands responded with CP = -:.06 while their wives

reacted with CP =.23.
This particular divergence between the RS spouses, in
fact their only real difference in their neutral response
profile, has a high sex role stereotype conformity interpre
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tation.

Antagonism is' an extremely aggressive, if net

hostile^ behavior.

In the face of such behavior, the sex role

standards suggest that a neutral

(i.e., feminine)

would be inappropriate for husbands.

response

The results for the

U.N.H. pilot study support this logic, in that the students
saw neutral acts as more appropriate for women.
The divergence exhibited by the RS in response to an
tagonism is a good indicator of the behavioral limits imposed
by sex roles on men and women.

One of the "auxiliary char

acteristics" of being male that Hughes referred to is to be
active, daring and competitive

(1945).

For a male or hus

band to react in a neutral fashion to antagonism would seem
strangely out of character.

As Cheek noted,

passive males are cultural anomalies"

"underactive,

(1964:399).

Or in

terms of Cottrell's sex role definition (1942), this rer
sponse by husbands is very much in accordance with our
society1s expectations.
The clinical sample's neutral response profile differs
in several ways from the random samples pattern.

Both CS

husbands and wives have slightly lower CP's following
neutral or assertive acts than the RS.

The CS response to

support reveals a difference not evident in the random
samples' behavior.

CS wives had more than a twofold in

crease in their use of neutral behavior following a sup
portive act than their husbands, CP =.18 to CP =.08, while
the RS was separated by just CP =.01.

The other major

difference between samples was in the response patterns to
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antagonism.

B o t h c l i n i c a l s a m p l e s p o u s e s r e s p o n d e d to the

antagonism-neutral b e h a v i o r p a i r w i t h t h e i r h i g h e s t use of
neutral: husbands,

CP = .23 a n d wives,

cating the ability of " a n t a g o n i s m "

C P =.20,

again indi

t o m a r k e d l y alter the

couples' response p r o f i l e s f r o m t h e p a t t e r n s

f o u n d for the

other three antecedent

samplers reaction

states.

follows that of t h e RS wives.

The clinical

G i v e n a n a n t a g o n i s t i c act,

they respond w i t h t h e i r h i g h e s t u s e o f n e u t r a l behavior in
resolving the IMC.

RS h u s b a n d s r e s p o n d e d w i t h t heir lowest

use of neutral b e h a v i o r .

If t h e RS s a m ples'

sponses are sex r o l e s t e r e o t y p e d ,

neutral re-<

a n d th e l i t e r a t u r e review

would suggest t h e y are,

t h e n t h e c o n c l u s i o n t h a t the CS

does not conform to t h e

sex r o l e s t e r e o t y p e s ,

at least for

the antagonism-neutral b e h a v i o r - p a i r m u s t b e drawn.
was just pointed out f o r the RS,
aly.

As it

t h e p a s s i v e m a l e is an anom

The CS h u s b a n d s w e r e n e a r l y f o u r t i m e s m o r e neutral in

the face of antag o n i s m t h a n t h e i r RS c o u n t e r p a r t s .

The CS

wives' high neutral r e s p o n s e t o s u p p o r t is e q u a l l y out of
character for t h e
Support.

feminine stereotype.

T h e concept of

s u p p o r t m a t c h e s up very well

with the feminine sex r o l e s t e r e o t y p e .
The mother. . .remains the p r i m a r y s o u r c e o f
"security" o r " a c c e p t a n c e " in t h e l o v e - r e l a t i o n 
ship ... P e r m i s s i v e n e s s a n d suppo r t , then, tend
to be focused o n t h e m o t h e r r o l e ... t h e motherfigure is a l w a y s m o r e p e r m i s s i v e a n d s u p p o r t i v e
(Parsons a n d Bales, 1955:80).
Many of the a d j e c t i v e s

an d d e s c r i p t i v e p h r a s e s use d in de

fining and focusing o n

the c o n t e n t o f the f e m i n i n e sex role
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TABLE 16.

Summary Table of Conditional Probabilities for
Support Responses

Act s

Random

Clinical

Husband

Wife

Husband

Wife

Neutral Support

.02

.03

.01

.03

Assertive Support

.16

.17

.15

.13

0

.01

.10

.05

.15

.16

.16

.13

Antecedent Response

Antagonims Support
Support Support
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stereotype center around the idea of support (Broverman, et
al., 1972; Sherriffs and McKee,

1957, and Angrist,

1969).

We

would expect that wives would be more supportive than
husbands.
This expectation is supported by the RS but not the CS
when examining the data in Table 16.

CS husbands are the

more likely group to use supportive acts while their RS
counterparts are the least likely group, very closely fol
lowed by CS wives.

The situation is not as clear in the

CP data.
RS spouses used support very similarly in response to
each of the antecedent conditions.

RS husbands never were

supportive in the face of antagonism; their wives on rare
occasion were supportive in response to antagonism, CP =.01.
Neither RS spouses offered support with any regularity fol
lowing a neutral act.

Surprisingly, support occurred most

often following an assertive act, RS husbands CP =.16 and RS
wives CP =.17.

This may be explained in part by the fact

that the vast majority of the couples's joint discussion di
alogue was coded "assertive."
RS spouses'

Nearly as frequent was the

support-support CPs; husbands, CP =.15 and

wives CP =.16.

That assertive acts received as much support

as support acts is still an unexpected result.
The CS's use of support differs in three areas from the
RS's behavior.

Both clinical spouses used support in r e 

sponse to antagonism, something that only RS wives do and
they, just barely.

Not only do the CS spouses respond with

support, but CS husbands responded twice as frequently with
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TABLE 17.

Summary Table of Conditional Probabilities for
Antagonism Responses

Acts
Antecedent Response

Clinical

Random
Husband

Wife

Husband

Wife

0

0

Neutral Antagonism

.001

.001

Assertive Antagonism

.004

.002

.004

.007

Antagonism Antagonism

.15

.12

.07

.18

0

0

0

0

Support Antagonism

34
support as their wives: CP = .1 and CP =.05.

This behavior is

contrary to our sex role stereotype expectations.

RS :husbands

responded "forcefully" to antagonism while never being sup
portive of such behavior.

The CS husbands were the most sup

portive of the four groups in the face of antagonism.

This

is not the stereotypic male response.
Though the difference is not much
W CP =.13)

(i.e., H CP =.15 and

CS husbands were more supportive following asser

tive behavior than their spouses, a reversal of the RS's
spouses' positions vis-a-vis one another.

Thirdly,

for the

support-support behavior pair, the CS husbands are CP =.16
while their wives are CP =.13.

In fact CS wives have lower

support CP's than their husbands in three of the four relevant
behavior-pairs.

RS wives were more supportive than their

spouses in all four situations.
Antagonistic a c t s .

One characteristic of dyadic inter

action according to Hare was the avoidance of disagreement
and antagonism (1962).

It is difficult to maintain civil,

face-to-face communication if one or both parties are behav
ing antagonistically.

The marital status of the samples

implies a fair degree of stability between partners.

Both

the simple and conditional probabilities, Table 13 and 17
respectively,

support the idea of antagonism as a "behavior

of the last resort" for the respondents.

The spouses in

both samples never used antagonism as a response to a sup
portive act.

Antagonism in such a context could be seen as

extremely hostile and very unlikely in a dyadic situation
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unless one party wishes to end the group.

Antagonism was

rarely used in response to neutral or assertive behavior.
Antagonism as a variable comes into play as a response to
itself.

The samples behaved differently in the antagonism-

antagonism context.
RS husbands have an antagonism-antagonism CP =.15 com
pared to their wives' CP =.12.

This outcome is supportive

of the sex role stereotype that husbands should be more
antagonistic than wives.

The CS behaves in a different

fashion that is contrary to the sex role stereotypes pre
sented earlier.

CS husbands have a CP =.07 for antagonism-

antagonism compared to CP =.18 for their wives.

Thus, CS

wives show the highest use of the least used response be
havior.

The use of an antagonistic act places the user in

an adversary position.

It gives the conversation a competi

tive as compared to cooperative dimension.

The CS's reversal

of the hypothesized sex role stereotype behavior is further
evidence of the clinical sa m p l e 1s non-sex role stereotype
conformity.
Given the negative aspect of an antagonistic act and
that antagonistic behavior is stereotypically male, antag
onism could; be expected to generate more "masculine" than
"feminine" responses.

Combining the CP's for the antagonism-

assertive and antagonism-antagonism behavior pairs for the
spouses in both samples highlights a significant different
between the RS and CS husbands.

Whereas CS wives have a

combined CP =.75 and RS wives CP =.74, RS husbands have an
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a g g r e g a t e CP = ,94 c o m p a r e d to CS husbands'
b a n d s meet a n t a g o n i s m in an assertive a n d
with

a 20 percent h i g h e r frequency t han

sample.
wives

Yet, CS h u s b a n d s respond less

RS hus

direct fashion and

t h e wives of either
forcefully than the

from either s a m p l e to antagonism.

b e h a v i o r in this a r e a

CP =.67.

T h e CS husbands

is contrary to t h e

s e x role stereo

types.
Interaction Analysis

Summary

Th e interactional approach d i s cussed earlier dealt
w i t h the family as

a

b i l i t i e s provides a
within
of

unit.

The use of conditional proba

m e a n s of studying husband-wife behavior

an interactional framework as w e l l .

An examination

t h e s e conditional probabilities r e v e a l s

s t y l e s of the r e s p o n d e n t couples as w e l l

the sex role

as

interaction

p r o f i l e s of their conflict-resolution b e h a v i o r .
c o n c l u s i o n that c a n

b e drawn from this

a n a l y s i s is that t h e
sex

b r i e f l y review, o f
more

random sample c o n f o r m s

pair.

t h i s conclusion are m a n y
t h e assertive r e s p o n s e

the RS s p o u s e s w ere tied for this
CS husbands

h o s t i l e interact C S

and varied.

To

CPs, CS wives were
their spouses

specific behavior-

responded like the R S

antagonism-neutral behavior-pair.

to contemporary

s a m p l e does not.

assertive f o l l o w i n g an assertion t h a n

while

the

j o i n t discussion

r ole stereotypes while the clinical
Th e bases for

The main

a n d CS wives for

I n the face of a

husbands, nearly a q u a r t e r of the time,

r e s p o n d e d n e u t r a l l y , while in contrast R S
n e u t r a l as a r e s p o n s e to antagonism j u s t

husbands used
s i x percent of the
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time.

CS wives reacted to antagonism with the highest

antagonistic response

(CP =.18)

of the four groups while

their spouses had the lowest response

(CP =.07).

Finally, CS

husbands had larger support s c o r e s .for three of the four
support response behavior-pairs.

In each of these instances,

the clinical sample's behavior was contrary to the "modal
pattern expected" in our society

(Cottrell, 1942).

This

pattern of discrepancies was further emphasized by the sex
role stereotype conformity of the random sample.

Further

more, these findings and the results from the U.N.H. pilot
study add to the body of evidence concerning the existence
and nature of sex roles in our society.
The clinical sample's apparent lack of sex role stereo
type conformity raises a question about the nature of being
"clinical."

Does the lack of sex role stereotype conformity

lead to seeking a marriage counselor or is this lack of con
formity a partial reflection of the "clinical" experience?
Following this latter thought, the pattern of sex role re
versals by the clinical sample, despite the evidence from
their joint discussions, may not represent a lack of con
formity.

The clinical sample was drawn through referrals

from local marriage counselors.

When these couples under

took the IMC they were actively engaged in marital counseling.
If we assume that the husbands were consciously trying to be
more supportive than they had been prior to counseling and
the wives were attempting to be more assertive than they had
been previously, these assumptions provide an alternative
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framework for understanding the clinical sample's behavior.
Re-examining the CSs reactions to antagonism from this
alternative framework is interesting and suggestive.

The

CS husbands' behavior is quite different from the random
sample's husbands.
aggression

CS husbands reacted with the least

(combined assertive and antagonism CPs) of the

four groups and the most support.

This behavior begins to

make sense assuming that husbands were minimizing as much
as possible conflict with their spouses.

Though the behavior

is contrary to the sex role standards, one must wonder about
the permanence of this pattern.

If family therapy raises

one's consciousness about their patterns of interactions,
those voluntarily in therapy may try to alter those patterns
they considered harmful.
Duncan

(1979), and Thornton and Freedman

(1979) reported

research indicating a tremendous shift in women's sex role
attitudes in the past 15 years.

This shift in sex role

attitudes has been in an equalitarian direction.
Bumpass

(1975) reported a similar finding.

Mason and

Their analysis

indicated women's attitudes centered upon two ideologies.
The secondary ideology concerned women's labor rights and
most women had an equalitarian orientation.

Given the

Psychology Today survey that found only 15 percent of the
married men shared in the housekeeping and childrearing
tasks

(Travis, 1973)

it is not hard to understand these

equalitarian concerns of women.

The CS wives "won" three

of the conflict vignettes in a fashion that is both an
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example of and supports this equalitarian orientation.
The three cases dealt with No.

3, "Should Don be more

considerate of Francine by not scattering his clothes
around?"; No.

7, "Is Betty justified in feeling their mar

riage is more important than any financial consideration?";
and No. 10, "Is Steve being unreasonable in blaming his wife
for the work not getting done?"

The question becomes what

caused this unity among the CS wives?

Might have the

vignette content interacted with the "clinical sample wives?"
In vignette seven the issue under discussion was financially
affording marriage counseling,- a very relevant topic to the
CS wives, particularly given the way the question has been
framed.

The other two cases dealt with household manners

and unreasonable requests.

The CS wives'

answers in the

second part of the IMC set them up to be in a challenging
stance towards certain marital role stereotypes in the joint
discussion.

The emergence of a more equalitarian thrust

in women's sex role attitudes seems reflected in this con
jecture.
A demographic difference between the samples is also
relevant.

The RS was in their mid-forties and the CS in

their early thirties.
generations.

The samples represent different

Karl Mannheim defined generations as "nothing

more than a particular kind of identity of location, em
bracing related age cohorts which are embedded in a histor
ical-social process"

(1957:292).

The random and clinical

samples come from different social locations due simply to
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their age difference.

The vignette sensitivity of the CS

wives suggests the sex role attitudes of women are changing
as the recent research indicates.

And further, it suggests

that these changes may be greater among younger women than
older women.
Vignette Outcomes and Initiation
Results from looking at who initiated the most vignettes
and who "won" during the joint discussion session provides
another avenue for assessing the sex role stereotype con
formity of the couples.

Strodtbeck,

in a study of husband-

wife pairs in three cultures, used the norms in each culture
to predict the tendency of one spouse or the other to take
the more active role and the tendency to win more decisions
(1951).

He found a direct relationship between the amount

of participation and the number of decisions won.

The sex

role literature suggests that in contemporary American
society, males should initiate conversations or vignettes
more frequently than females and males should "win" more in
the joint discussion.

"American family norms tend to specify

a position of leadership for the husband ..."
11).

(Straus, 1967:

One aspect of leadership is initiation.
The IMG vignettes were structured so that for 12 of the

vignettes husbands and wives read stories slanted so that
the other sex was to blame for the problem.
vignettes the spouses read identical stories.

For six of the
The identical

or non-conflict vignettes were written so that the husband
was primarily responsible in three of the cases and the wife
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TABLE 18.

Primary Responsibility for Vignette Problem:
Identical Vignettes
Husbands

Wives

Sample Vignette
%H

%W

100

0

%H

%W

Random
1

91.8

8.2
98.4

2

3.3

96.7

1.6

5

3.3

96.7

0

24.6

75.4

3.3

96.7

12

90.2

9.8

68.9

31.1

18

98.4

1.6

95.1

4.9

86.7

13.3

100

Clinical
1

2

0

5

0

8

13.3

12

100

18

93.3

100
100

100

0

0

100

6.7

86.7

0

0

73.3

6.7

93.3

93.3
100
26.7
6.7
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TABLE 19.

Primary Responsibility f o r Vignette Problem,
Jo i n t Discussion Identical Vignettes

S a m p l e Vignette

Husband

Wife

%

%

100

0

Random
1
2

1.6

98.4

5

1.6

98.4

8

11.5

88.5

12

88.5

11.5

18

98.4

1.6

1

93.3

6.7

2

0

100

5

0

100

8

0

100

Clinical

12
18

93.3
100

6.7
0
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TABLE 20.

Primary Responsibility for Vignette Problem,
Discrepant V i gnettes, Random Sample
Husbands
%H

%W

Wives
%H

%W

3

27.9

72.1

72.1

27.9

4

29.5

70.5

96.7

3.3

6

9.8

90.2

88.5

11.5

7

39.3

60.7

91.8

8.2

9

24.6

75.4

86.9

13.1

10

37.7

62.3

93.4

6.6

11

13.1

86.9

93.4

6.6

13

41.0

59.0

80.3

19.7

14

10.0

90.0

82.0

18.0

15

29.5

70.5

85.0

15.0

16

26.2

73.8

73.8

26.2

17

21.3

78.7

70.5

29.5

25

75

84

16

Average
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TABLE 21.

Primary Responsibility for Vignette Problem,
Discrepant Vignettes, Clinical Sample
Husbands

Wives

vignette
%H

%W

%W

3

33.3

67.7

93.3

6.7

4

26.7

73.3

80.0

20.0

6

13.3

86.7

86.7

13.3

7

33.3

67.7

9

6.7

93.3

10

40.0

60.0

100

0

11

13.3

86.7

'93.3

6.7

13

6.7

93.3

73.3

26.7

14

26.7

73.3

73.3

26.7

15

40.0

60.0

16

26.7

73.3

93.3

6.7

17

46.7

53.3

80.0

20.0

26.1

73.9

88.3 '

20.0

Average

100
86.7

100

0
13.3

0
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TABLE 22.

Primary Responsibility for Vignette Problem,
Joint Discussion Discrepant Vignettes

Vignette

Random Sample
-------------%H
%W

Clinical Sample
----------------%H
%W

3

59.0

41.0

80.0

20.0

4

60.7

39.3

53.3

46.7

6

45.0

55.0

50.0

50.0

7

73.8

26.2

93.3

6.7

9

65.0

35.0

46.7

53.3

10

62.7

37.3

80.0

20.0

11

37.9

62.1

40.0

60.0

13

67.2

32.8

40.0

60.0

14

43.3

56.6

60.0

40.0

15

52.5

47.5

73.3

26.7

16

57.4

42.6

73.3

26.7

17

37.7

62.3

60.0

40.0

55.2

44.8

62.5

37.5

Average
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in the remaining three cases

(Olson and Ryder, 1970).

The

results in Tables 18 and 19 show the outcome predicted by
Olson and Ryder

(1970)

for the identical vignettes - no dis

agreement.
The conflict vignettes produced, as they were intended,
contrary opinions between the spouses as to who was primarily
responsible for the vignette problem.

Table 20 indicates

that during the individual resolution session random sample
husbands selected the wife as at fault 75 percent of the
time, or in 9 of the 12 conflict vignettes.

Random sample

wives picked the husband 84 percent of the time, or 10 of
the 12 conflict vignettes.

The clinical sample

21) had a very similar outcome.

(see Table

Clinical sample husbands

chose wives 74 percent of the time, while clinical sample
wives chose husbands as primarily responsible 88 percent of
the time.

The ability of the IMC vignettes to generate con

flict between the spouses and prepare the setting for the
decision-making and conflict resolution process is clear.
Given how well the conflict vignettes set the stage for
spouses to differ during the joint discussion phase of the
IMC, Table 22 presents the results from the joint discussion
for the discrepant vignettes for both samples.

As the

"average" row indicates the couples modified their hardstands in the joint discussion.

Both samples found the

husband primarily responsible the majority of the time,
which is a somewhat unexpected finding.

The distribution

of blame in the joint discussion is quite different from

the distributions in the individual resolution sessions,
though the clinical sample shows a greater tendency to blame
the husband than the wife.

This may be partially accounted

for by the three cases that appear to have interacted with
theixlihical status of the clinical sample w i v e s .
The data in Table 22 indicates that husbands were held
responsible for the vignette problem more frequently than
wives.

Does this outcome reflect the wives "winning" the

joint discussions, though such an outcome would be contrary
to our sex role imagery?

To test this idea win scores were

calculated for the spouses.

Winning was determined by whose

final decision was accepted when the husband and wife dis
agreed on their individual choices.
were not considered.

The identical vignettes

For the 12 conflict vignettes, random

sample wives won 8 to 4 and clinical sample wives won 8 to
3 with one tie.

This outcome seems surprising in light of

the sex role literature.

The result may reflect that while

husbands use overt, aggressive behavior, the power under
lying winning dyadic discussions is different.

Our cultural

sex role stereotypes do not appear to address this aspect
of husband and wife interaction.

Within the role set of the

wives there clearly lies the ability to affect outcomes.
Subordinates can have "power" since they can and do constrain
superiors

(Thomas et al., 1972:606).

Vignette Initiation.

Vignette initiation as a variable

can serve as a measure of sex role stereotype conformity.
Given the sex differences described throughout this study,

TABLE 23.

Vignette Initiation
Random Sample
H usb a n d

Wife

Mean

11.44

6.56

Median

13.0

5.0

C l i nical Sample
Husband

8.87
0

Wife

9.13
9.0
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our sex role standards place the male in the initiating
position.

Table 23 presents the results for vignette initia

tion for both samples.
initiated the cases
case)

For the random sample, husbands

(i.e., were the first to speak for that

twice as frequently as their wives.

This finding is

in line with our sex role stereotype expectations.

However,

the clinical sample's results are somewhat different.
cal sample spouses initiated the cases equally.

Clini

Neither

spouse "dominated" in terms of speaking first, which was
quite different from the random sample's behavior.

The

clinical sample's behavior was, again, contrary to the sex
role stereotypes and in the direction of a more equalitarian
mode.
Summary
This chapter has explored sex role stereotype conformity
in two samples of married couples.

Their sex role behavior

was assessed through self-reports gathered by means of a
questionnaire instrument and through a small group coding
scheme of the couples'

joint discussions.

Results from the

feelings about self and spouse section of the questionnaire
supported the findings of previous researchers that showed
definite sex differences in men's and women's self-esteem.
For both samples the husbands had higher mean self-esteem
scores than their spouses, but only for the clinical sample
was this difference statistically significant.

However,

for

both samples the husbands had higher scores in nine .out of the
10 actual questions.

A data configuration that would occur
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less than one out of 100 times by chance.

The clinical sam

ple had lower self-esteem means than the random sample.

The

clinical sample husbands1 mean feeling about self score was
lower than the random sample's wives'

score.

The outcome to

the feelings about spouse section found random sample wives
evaluating their spouses more highly than they evaluated
themselves, casting support for the idea that women place a
higher value upon masculine
than upon feminine ones.

(i.e., their husbands') traits

Clinical sample wives did not show

such a positive response to their spouses.

The self-esteem

measures portrayed the random sample, and to a lesser degree
the clinical sample, as sex role stereotyped.
The findings from the marital contributions section of
the questionnaire instrument found sex differences in all
four marital role areas for the random sample.

Three of

these sex differences reflected a pattern in conformity to
the earlier discussed sex role stereotypes.

Husbands

reported greater contribution in the sexual area but sur
prisingly not in the economic area.

This unexpected outcome

was attributed to performance anxiety as the questions were
phrased in various levels of "ought-to-be, whereas the in
come data implied higher performance than the self ratings.
The random sample wives reported greater contributions in
the feminine areas of social and emotional activity.

The

clinical sample showed sex differences in just two of the
four areas.

The husbands reported the same unexpected

economic effort as the random sample husbands did.

The
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clinical wives made greater efforts in the social arena.
For both samples their self ratings as well as spouse
ratings were lowest for the area of sexual contributions.
The theoretical orientation to sex roles in this study
was provided by Parsons and Bales

(1955).

They argued that

the age-sex matrix of the nuclear family determines family
members'

role specifications and role priorities.

Thus the

"structure of the nuclear family can be treated as a con
sequence of differentiation on two axes, that of a hierarchy
of power and that of instrumental versus expressive functions"
(Parsons and Bales,

1955:45).

They wrote that marriage

roles align along two dimensions; power and instrumentalexpressive dimensions.

Since both the husband and wife

were defined as relatively high on the power axis, the
husband and wife role sets are essentially defined and dif
ferentiated through a single dimension.

Thus the husbands'

roles were seen as clustering at the instrumental pole.
Crano and Aronoff have called this scheme unduly simplistic
•-1

(1978).

Parsons and Bales assume that both instrumental and

socio-emotional specialist roles were necessary to the family
unit.

By dividing the husband and wife duties along a

i

single axis, they implied that these role orientations were

II

mutually exclusive.

;■]

It is the mutually exclusive orientation of this theory

j

that raises questions for this

study.

I

behavior was often found to be

contrary to the sex role

II

stereotypes, because the spouses vis-a-vis

■;<

vi

The clinical sample's

each other were
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unduly masculine or the husbands were unduly feminine.

One

of the surprising outcomes seen throughout the data was the
lack of complementariness between the spouses of both
samples.

Husbands were not 70 percent assertive and 30

percent supportive and wives the exact opposite.

Rather

husbands were 76 percent assertive and their spouses were
72 percent assertive.

Both spouses had similar profiles in

terms of their overall use of the Behavior Scores System
categories.

These differences were in degree and, in that

context, their relative positions were what would be ex
pected from a sex role stereotyped perspective.

There was

no evidence of one sex or the

other being excluded from a

particular behavioral type or

role.

Both husbands and

wives could and did behave both instrumentally and expres
sively.

As Crano and Aronoff

note,

"At a minimum, two

orthogonal dimensions representing greater or lesser instru
mental involvement, and greater and lesser expressive
involvement,

seem more appropriate"

(1978:470).

Parsons and Bales seem to premise husband wife differ
entiation around the traditional idea of the family; husband
is the breadwinner and the wife runs the household and
raises the offspring.

They partially justify and explain

this division of labor on a bio-social basis.

The very

intense mother-infant relationship directs the women
towards this nurturance role set that Parsons and Bales
conceptualize as expressive

(1955).

Assuming the accuracy

of this framework for the sake of argument, how might
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recent social trends undercut this perspective of the
family?

The newly emerging role of "househusband" challen

ges the idea of the woman as keeper of the home and as
primarily responsible for childrearing.

It is clear that

the husband role complex or wife role complex that Parsons
and Bales go to such lengths to delineate and justify as a
universal process is not inexorably tied to linked to one or
the other sex.

The role sets themselves are correct in that

the behavior appropriate for a career is more masculine than
the behavior appropriate for raising a family and running a
household.

The error in reasoning is to tie this to a spe

cific sex.

The findings in the interaction analysis and

many of the social trends of the past decade clearly point
out that these role sets can be successfully enacted by
either sex.
type.

Neither sex has a monopoly upon a behavioral

Cultural sterotypes may not acknowledge this v aria

bility, but that does not mean the potential is not there.
Cultural stereotypes do change and in fact appear to be
changing in the directions outlined above.
Sex role differentiation theory has been set forth as
an explanatory model for understanding family role rela
tionships.

Barry summarized research suggesting that the

more closely acquainted people were with each other, the
less they would behave in accordance with cultural role
prescriptions

(1970:49).

Sex role stereotype conformity

serves as a good measure of compliance with cultural norms.
Married couples are intimate dyads.

The finding from this
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study that the random sample coup l e s conflict r e s o l u t i o n
behavior fits the hypothesized sex role stereotype,

hence,

do not support the idea of intimacy as a variable o v e r 
riding sex role differentiation.

They are s u p p o r t i v e of

the research done by Ryder that examined husband-wife
dyads and stranger dyads to t e s t this intimacy p r o p o s i t i o n
and concluded that there were n o t any differences i n t h e s e
dyads'

interaction patterns (1968).

The lack o f s e x r ole

stereotype conformity on the p a r t of the clinical s a m p l e
suggests a more conflicting r e l ation between t h e spou s e s
in comparison to the random sample.

Whether t h i s c o n f l i c t

is due to equalitarian concerns of the clinical w i v e s or
rather a reflection of the t e n s i o n and emotional t u r m o i l
of b eing in therapy is only conjecture.

In e i t h e r event,

the interaction patterns do n o t seem supportive of the
intimacy idea set forth by B a r r y

(1970).

V.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Findings
Sex role stereotypes, their effects and consequences
upon behavior, have been a matter of public debate during
the past decade.

This study sought to examine the inter

actions of married couples in terms of sex role stereotype
conformity.

A pilot study using college students verified

several of the major themes in the sex role literature.
The themes verified were that both men and women considered
masculine traits to be socially more desirable or appropri
ate than feminine characteristics.

More specifically,

assertive and antagonistic acts were seen as masculine
attributes and support and neutral actions were considered
more appropriately feminine charactersitics by both sexes.
These specific evaluations permitted the coding scheme,
the Behavior Scores system, to serve as a means of measuring
the sex role stereotype conformity of the married couples'
conflict resolution behavior in the joint discussion phase
of the Inventory of Marital Conflict.

An interaction

analysis based upon conditional probabilities was used to
examine the couples' sex role stereotype conformity.

A

series of hypotheses were proposed that predicted which sex
should have higher conditional probabilities for specific
behavior-pairs.
Results from the Marriage Project questionnaire showed
both samples behaved in a sex role stereotyped fashion al
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though the clinical sample was consistently less conforming
than the random sample.

The outcomes from the self-esteem

material provided support for research by Sherriffs and
McKee

(1957)

that concluded that male and female traits

differ in their social desirability.

Random sample men had

higher self-esteem scores than their spouses although these
results were not very strong statistically.

The clinical

sample revealed less conformity to the sex role stereotypes
than the random sample but both samples valued male attri
butes more highly than female attributes.

The marital con

tributions portion of the questionnaire provided a simple
but direct test of each sa m p l e 's sex role stereotype
conformity.

The random sample in three of the four tests

supported the hypothesized sex role stereotype relations/
with the wife making greater contributions in the social and
emotional arena while husbands were greater contributors in
the sexual area.

Again, the clinical sample displayed the

same basic patterns as the random sample, but with less
strength.
The questionnaire results drew out an important dif
ference between the two samples.

The clinical sample was

consistently less conforming than the random sample.

The

interaction analysis based on the analysis of the joint
discussion material reinforced this conclusion and also
revealed non-sex role stereotype conforming behavior in
several situations.

Non-conformity of the clinical sample

was, perhaps, best displayed in their support responses to
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assertive, antagonistic and support acts as displayed in
Table 16.

Women would be expected to use support more fre

quently than men, yet the clinical sample husbands were
more supportive than their wives in three out of four
situations.
New Research
This research project has shown that sex role stere
otypes do exist and do affect verbal interaction.

However,

those stereotypes are not static as the role of women in
this society changes.

There is every indication that

women's economic, educational

[Footnotes

(1980) reported

a study by the National Center for Educational Statistics
indicating that, for the first time in history, a majority
of college students are women.], legal and social status
are improving, and thus the stereotypes are undergoing
change.

This study has presented one means for measuring

sex role conformity which could be repeated at a future
date to assess changes which have occurred.
Another area for future study is the difference between
the two samples.

What influence does marital counseling

have on conflict resolution?

Does counseling influence a

woman to state her feelings more strongly than she might
otherwise?

How much of the differences in sex role con

formity can be laid to the different generational Weltan
schauung's of the samples?

Ten years from now might a

random sample show more similarity to the clinical samples
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of 1975 than the random sample of the sample period?
Finally, might not a theory be derived from the
Parsons and Bales theory which expands the simple dichotomy
to produce a graduated scale which would be more realistic
in the light of the changes taking place as a result of the
women's movement?
Conclusions
The sociological literature reviewed in this study
reflected two apparent contradictory themes regarding
marital interaction and sex role behavior.

Parsons and

B a l e s 1 Sex Role Differentiation theory presents a picture
of the family in accordance with our culture's sex role
stereotypes: husband as breadwinner and wife as keeper of
the home.

Though the theory provides a concise explanation

for the division of labor within the family, it appears to
have two shortcomings.

First, the role dichotomy is unidi

mensional and hence too simplistic.

The differences between

the spouses in this study were not absolute but rather ones
of degree.

There was no evidence of one sex or the other

being excluded from any role type.

Both husbands and wives

could and did behave both instrumentally and expressively.
These findings argue that a continuum of involvement in the
role should be considered.

Secondly, their theory seems to

explain the division of labor within the family by gender
alone.

The biosocial basis Parsons and Bales point to

intense mother-infant relationship)

(i.e.,

is partly a culturally

defined relationship and hence susceptible to change.
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Recent social trends, such as the movement towards more
equal participation in the upbringing of offspring, raise
the question of the permanence of Parsons and Bales’ theory.
The critics of Parsons and Bales were summarized earlier
in this study as taking the position that the greater the
intimacy of the group, the less sex role differentiation
explains interaction patterns.

The results from this study

fall somewhere between this position and the Parsons and
Bales

theory.

A number of the measures examined clearly

showed sex role differentiation in the family.
ings failed to support this framework.

Other f i n d 

In brief, the

overall results indicate there is a great deal of sex role
behavior in spouses'

interactions? however, it is much less

than Parsons and Bales argue.
In a speculative vein, the clinical sample results
suggest that our sex role standards are undergoing major
changes.

Long-held notions about "a women's place" are

under challenge on many fronts.

The breakthrough of women

into many occupations long closed to them is just one strong
indicator of this shift.

The clinical sample's behavior

seemed pointed towards a more equalitarian mode, hence
contrary to the sex role stereotypes and even less in
accordance with the sex role differentiation expounded by
Parsons and Bales.
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Marriage Project
Social Science Center
University of New Hampshire
Durham, New Hampshire 03824

The Applied Research Program in Sociology at the University of New
Hampshire is considering a project on marriage.
Participation in this project involves spending one 1 ^ - 2 hour session
at the Durham campus. During this session, each of you will complete a
brief personal questionnaire. After this, each of you will be asked
separately to read a series of short paragraphs describing disagreements
or conflicts experienced by married couples. These are conflicts which
are common for many couples. For each case description, you will choose
answers to a few qeustions on an individual answer sheet.
After you have each finished doing this, you will come together to dis
cuss the case descriptions and to select answers to a few questions on a
joint answer sheet. Your discussion together will be videotaped.
All the information that you provide will be held in the strictest
confidence. In addition, these materials will be available to your
counselor at your request, if you feel that this would be helpful to
you. Even if you do not wish to make this material available to your
counselor, we feel that you will find the session to be interesting and
enjoyable.
We would appreciate your calling the "Marriage Project" at 862-1800
in the next day or two, in order to schedule a session for you. A
stipend of ten dollars will be paid to each couple participating in
the project.
In addition, transportation to and from the Social
Science Center at UNH in Durham is available if it is needed.

1975 Marriage Study - Release to Counselor Form

I have voluntarily participated in the 1975 Marriage Study being con
ducted by the Applied Research Program in Sociology of the University of
New Hampshire.
The research session consisted of filling out an individual questionnaire
and participating with my spouse in the Inventory of Marital Conflicts (IMC).
Since information from this session may be of use in counseling I would
like it sent to our marriage counselor. Therefore:

I hereby authorize the release of the individual questionnaire which
I filled out and the record of our participation in the IMC to the counselor
named below:

Name of Counselor

Address of Counselor

This release authorization applies only to the person named. Further
more, this release has no other bearing on the responsibility of the Director
and staff of the Applied Research Program to treat all information provided
by me and my spouse as confidential and anonymous.

Name (please print)

Signature

Date

Name (please print)

Signature

Date

Name of staff member at session
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COURTSHIP AND MARRIAGE STUDY
INTRODUCTION TO IMC PROCEDURE

Now, you will be involved la a procedure centering arouad your joiat
discussion of some real cases where couples are having various types of
marital conflicts. These case descriptions have been incorporated into
what we call the "Inventory of Marital Conflict" or the IMC.
Let me tell you more about this inventory. Information has been
collected from about 2,000 couples like yourselves, and certain things
have been found that have frequently caused disagreements or conflicts.
He have provided brief case descriptions of couples having some of these
conflicts. Your task is to read each of these case descriptions and decide
which spouse is primarily responsible for the conflict.
It is very important that you take this task seriously so that
couples with these problems might be helped. In some cases you may have
experienced the conflict yourselves. In others you may know friends who
have had similar problems. In all the cases, these are serious problems
for some couples.
As in any conflict situation, there are two points of view presented
in these case descriptions. In some of the cases, one of you will learn
about the conflict from the point of view of the husband. The other person
will learn the wife's point of view regarding the same situation. In each
case, however, both of you will be given the same essential facts.
It is very important that for every case you decide who is at fault
in the conflict even though this might be difficult at times. You should
not indicate that both are to blama or leave any question blank.
I am now going to take you to separate rooms so that you can read
and evaluate these cases. After you have finished filling out the
Inventory of Marital Conflict, bring these materials out to me. Later,
I will bring you and your spouse to a room where you can jointly discuss
these case descriptions.

1975

MARRIAGE PROJECT
Wife's Form

Date

Session Administrator

1
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PART LA

PLEASE CIRCLE A NUMBER OR FILL IN A BLANK AS NEEDED

1. What is your sex? 1 “Male

2. What is your birthdate?

3. Where were you born?

4.

Month ___

I was the

Day____

Year _____

City or Town _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

I have _____ brothers and
4a.

5.

2 “ Female

'

State

sisters.
_____ born child,

(first, second, etc.)

In what type of area did you grow up? (Circle one number)
1
2
3
4
5

Rural area
Small town
Town (5000
Small city
Large city

(less than 5000)
- 19,999)
(20,000 - 99,999)
(more than 100,000)

6. When you were growing up, what was your parents' marital status?
1
2
3
4
5
6

Married living together
Separated from each other
Divorced from each other
Father deceased
Mother deceased
Other _________________________
(please specify)

If your parents were not living together,
6a.

was your father remarried?

1 Yes

2 No

6b.

was your mother remarried?

1 Yes

2 No
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7.

What is your parents' present marital status?
1
2
3
4
5
6

Married, living together
Separated from each other
Divorced from each other
Father deceased
Mother deceased
Other __________________________
(please specify)

If your parents are not living together,
7a.

is your father remarried?

1 Yes

2 No

7b.

is your mother remarried?

1 Yes

2 No

8,

What is (or was) your father's occupation?
job not type of employer)

(Please specify nature of

9.

What is (or was) your mother's occupation?
job not type of employer)

(Please specify nature of

10. How much education have you completed?
1 Less than seven years of school
2 Junior high school (grades 7-9)
3 Partial high school (10th or 11th grade, but not graduation from
high school)
4 High school graduation
5 Partial college training (completion of at least one year, but not
full college course)
6 Standard college or university program (completed a four-year college
or university course leading to a recognized college degree)
7 Graduate professional training
10a.

Are you now going to school?

10b.

If yes

10c.

If yes, specify what type of course or program:

1 Part time

1 Yes

2 No

2 Full time
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11. What 19 your religion?
1
2
3
4
5
6

12.

How often do you attend religious services?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

13.

Protestant
SPECIFY DENOMINATION
Catholic
Jewish
Greek Orthodox
Other
SPECIFY _______________
None

Never
Once a year or less
A few times a year
Once a month
Two or three times a month
Once a week
Several times a week

What is your national or racial background
01
02
03
04
05
06

Afro-American
American
Canadian
English
French
French Canadian

07
08
09
10
11
12

German
Greek
Irish
Polish
Yankee
Other
(please specify)

14.

How many times have you been married (counting present)?
14a.

If you were previously married, how did your last marriage end?
1 Divorce
2 Death
3 Other
(please specify)

15.

What Is the date of your present marriage?

Month

Dav

Year
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16. How many children do you have from your present marriage?
FOR EACH CHILD OF THIS MARRIAGE PLEASE LIST THEIR SEX AND AGE
Sex

Age

c
d
e
f
g
17. For each of your children
and age.
Sex

not of this marriage

please list their sex

Age

c
d
e

18. Which of the following categories indicates your personal income in
the past year?
0
1
2
3
4
5
19.

Less than $1000
$1000- $1999
$2000- $3999
$4000- $5999
$6000- $7999
$8000- $9999

6 $10,000 - $14,999
7 $15,000 - $19,999
8 $20,000 - $24,999
9 $25,000 and over

Which of the following categories indicates your total family income
for the past year?
0 Less than$1000
1 $1000 - $1999
2 $2000 - $3999
3 $4000 -$5999
4 $6000 - $7999
5 $8000 - $9999

6
7
8
9

$10,000
$15,000
$20,000
$25,000

- $14,999
- $19,999
- $24,999
and over

-5-
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What jobs have
spouse?
B
Work Status
(circle answer number
on each line)

1
2
3
4
5

Dates
From
T.
Mo/Yr
Mo Yr
when
first
married

“Full time
“Part time
“Student
“Housewife
“Unemployed, looking
for a job
6 “Unemployed, not
looking for a job
7 “Disabled
8 “Retired

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 3

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Now

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 3

Occupation(s)
(please specify type of job not
type of employer)__________
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21.

Please record all the places you've lived since you were first married
to your present spouse until now.
C.

Type of Residence
(circle one answer number
for each residence)

A
Dates
To
From
Mo Yr
Mo/Yr

B

Place
City
or Town State

1
2
3
4
5

1

Jlarriage__

=*Apt. (3 or more units)
=2 Family house (duplex)
"Single family house
"Mobile home
"Other
Owned (1) or
(please specify)
Rented (2)
2 3 4

5_
1

2

3 4

2

3 4

2

3 4

5_
1

5
1

5_
1

2 3 4

5_
3 4

1

5_
1

2 3 4

5_
1

2

3 4

2

3 4

2

3 4

5_
1

5_
1

Now

5
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22.

From the time you were first married to your present spouse until now,
please list any experiences you have had in any form of counseling,
psychological therapy, psychiatry, etc.
B
Type of Service
(circle one answer
number for each
experience)____

A
Dates
From
To
Mo/Yr
Mo/Yr

Marriage

__

Now

1
2
3
4
5

-Individual
-Marital
-Family
-Group - for individuals
-Group - for couples

1

2 3

4 5

1

2 3

4 5

1

2 3

4 5

1

2 3

4 5

1

2 3

4 5

1

2 3

4 5

1

2 3

4 5

1

2 3

4 5

1

2 3

4 5

1

2 3

4 5

C
Number of
Sessions
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PART IB

For each of Che following statements, circle one of Che 4 possible responses.

1.

I feel that I'm a person of worth, at least on an equal plane with others.
Strongly agree

2.

Strongly disagree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly disagree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly disagree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly disagree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly disagree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly disagree

I certainly feel useless at times.
Strongly agree

10.

Disagree

I wish I could have more respect for myself.
Strongly agree

9.

Agree

On the whole, I am satisfied with myself.
Strongly agree

8.

Strongly disagree

I take a positive attitude toward myself.
Strongly agree

7.

Disagree

I feel I do not have much to be proud of.
Strongly agree

6.

Agree

I am able to do things as well as most other people.
Strongly agree

5.

Strongly disagree

All in all, I am inclined to feel that I am a failure.
Strongly agree

4.

Disagree

I feel that I have a number of good qualities.
Strongly agree

3.

Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly disagree

At times I think I am no good at all.
Strongly agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly disagree
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possible responses.

1.

1 feel that he is a person of worth, at least on an equal plane with
others.
Strongly agree

2.

Strongly disagree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly disagree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly disagree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly disagree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly disagree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly disagree

I certainly feel he is useless at times.
Strongly agree

10.

Disagree

I wish I could have more respect for him.
Strongly agree

9.

Agree

On the whole, 1 am satisfied with him.
Strongly agree

8.

Strongly disagree

1 take a positive attitude toward him.
Strongly agree

7.

Disagree

1 feel he does not have much to be proud of.
Strongly agree

6.

Agree

He is able to do things as well as most other people.
Strongly agree

5.

Strongly disagree

All in all, I am inclined to feel that he is a failure.
Strongly agree

4.

Disagree

1 feel that he has a number of good qualities.
Strongly agree

3.

Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly disagree

At times 1 think he is no good at all.
Strongly agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly disagree
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PART 1C

Circle either a or b in each of the following pairs of statements.

1.

a. I have often found that what is going to happen will happen.
b. Trusting to fate has never turned out as well for me as making a
decision to take a definite course of action.

2.

a. What happens to me is my own doing.
b. Sometimes I feel that X don't have enough control over the direction
my life is taking.

3.

a. When I make plans, I am almost certain that I can make them work.
b. It is not always wise to plan too far ahead because many things turn
out to be a matter of good or bad fortune anyhow.

4. a. In my case, getting* what I want has little or nothing to do with luck,
b. Many times we might just as well decide what to do by flipping a coin.

5.

a. Many times I feel that I have little influence over the things that
happen to me.
b. It is impossible for me to believe that chance or luck play an important
role in my life.
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For each of the statements below

1.

In terms of our economic life, my contribution as a wife Is:

Much more than
It ought to be

2.

Just about
right

Less than It
ought to be

Much less than
it ought to be

More than It
ought to be

Just about
right

Less than it
ought to be

Much less than
it ought to be

In terms of our emotional life, my contribution as a wife is:

Much more than
it ought to be

4.

More than It
ought to be

In terms of our social life, my contribution as a wife is:

Much more than
it ought to be

3.

circle one of the 5 possible responses.

More than it
ought to be

Just about
right

Less than it
ought to be

Much less than
it ought to be

In terms of our sexual life, my contribution as a wife is:

Much more than
it ought to be

More than it
ought to be

Just about
right

Less than it
ought to be

Much less chan
it ought to be
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For each o£ Che statements below about your contribution to the marriage,
circle one of the 5 possible responses.

1.

In terms of our economic life, my husband thinks my contribution is:

Much more than
it ought to be

2.

Less than it
ought to be

Much less than
it ought to be

More than it
ought to be

Just about
right

Less than it
ought to be

Much less than
it ought to be

In terms of our emotional life, my husband thinks my contribution is:

Much more than
it ought to be

4.

Just about
right

In terms of our social life, my husband thinks my contribution is:

Much more than
it ought to be

3.

More than It
ought to be

More than it
ought to be

Just about
right

Less than it
ought to be

Much less than
it ought to be

In terms of our sexual life, my husband thinks my contribution is:

Much more than
it ought to be

More than it
ought to be

Just about
right

Less than it
ought to’be

Much less than
It ought to be
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For each of Che statements below your husband's contribution to the marriage
one of the 5 possible responses.

1.

In terms of our economic life, my husband's contribution is

Much more than
It ought to be

2.

More than it
ought to be

Just about
right

Much less than
It ought to be

Is:

Less than it
ought to be

Much less than
it ought to be

In terms of our emotional life, my husband'scontribution

Much more than
it ought to be

4.

Less than It
ought to be

In terms of our social life, my husband's contribution

Much more than
it ought to be

3.

More than it
Just about
ought to be .
right

More than it
ought to be

Just about
right

Less than it
ought to be

Much less than
it ought to be

In terms of our sexual life, my husband's contribution is:

Much more than
it ought to be

More than it
ought to be

Just about
right

Less chan it
ought to be

Much less than
it ought to be '
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You will be involved in a procedure centering around your joint discus
sion of some real cases where couples are having various types of
marital conflicts. These case descriptions have been incorporated into
what we call the "Inventory of Marital Conflict," or the IMC.
Let me tell you more about this inventory. After collecting information
from about 2,000 couples like yourselves, certain things have been found
that have frequently caused disagreements or conflicts. We have pro
vided brief case descriptions of couples having some of these conflicts.
Your task is to read each of these case descriptions and decide which
spouse is primarily responsible for the conflict.
It is very important to us that you take this task seriously because
your recommendations will be combined with others so that couples with
these problems might be helped. In some cases you may have experienced
the conflict yourselves; In others you may know friends who have had
similar problems. In all the cases, these are serious problems for some
couples.
As in any conflict situation, there are two points of view presented in
these case descriptions. In some of the cases, one of you will learn
about the conflict from the point of view of the husband. The other
person will learn the wife's point of view regarding the same situation.
In each case, however, both of you will be given the same essential
facts.
It is very important that for everycase you decide who is at fault in
the conflict even though this mightbe difficult at times. You should
not indicate that both are to blameor leave any question blank.
I am now going to take you to separaterooms so that you can read and
evaluate these cases. After you have finished filling out the
Inventory of Marital Conflict, bring these materials out to us. We
will bring you to a room where you can jointly discuss these case
descriptions.

IN V E N T O R Y O F M A R IT A L C O N F L IC T S (IM C )
CASE D E S C R IP T IO N S

ob and Frank are good friends. Janis. Bob's wife, likes Frin k but
is becoming Increasingly annoyed w ith his unannounced and
excessively tong visits to their apartment, especially at mealtimes.
She has suggested to Bob that he ask Frank to please phone before
visiting, but her husband feels this would be insulting to his friend.

7.

Phil points out that there simply is no money to pay for such an
expensive venture until they can cut down their expenses some
place else. Betty w ill not hear o f waiting until money Is available,
and many arguments arise in the weeks to come.

Janls suggests that she might ask Frank to please phone before
visiting, but this only makes her husband angry. A fter accusing his
wife o f interfering w ith his friendship, he refuses to discuss the
m atter further.
8.
2.

Cora doesn't really enjoy sexual relations. When sho was first
married she would avoid love making by telling her husband it was
painful. More recently sho has pretended to be tired when her
husband has approached her. Now she has resorted to retiring
earlier than her husband. C o n believes sex is an unpleasant subject
that one does not dismiss unless absolutely necessary, and she
becomes furious when Jack insists they should talk about this
problem.

3.

Jim routinely arrives home from work a t 5:00 PM and enjoys his
dinner soon after his arrival. Susan has been a full-time housewife
since the birth of their first child one year ago but still leaves her
domestic chores undone. Jim has asked Susan i f she would have the
house clean and dinner prepared when he returns home. Upon
arriving home, Jim again finds the Ironing board w ith a pile of
clothes in the living room, a dining table that has not been set, and
his wife sitting on the sofa reading a magazine. Upon viewing the
situation Jim appears discouraged, whereupon Susan accuses him
o f always finding fault with her and angrily storms into the
kitchen.

When Don finally gets home from w ork ho takes o ff his jacket, tie
and shoes, and makes himself comfortable with a can o f beer. After
dinner Don has a tittle more energy, so he goes back and puts away
the various articles o f clothing he has taken o ff. One day Francine

9.

It's Friday evening and the Carter family have a dinner engage
ment, which hod been made the previous week. Frank comes home
a half hour early so he can be sure to be ready on time. He
showers, shaves and is dressed and ready to leave on tim e. But

tells Don he Is sloppy and lazy and demands that he not leave
clothes lying around, even for a short period o f time. Two days

when it is time to go, Mary is still in the bathroom combing her
hair and putting on makeup. Since Mary almost always makes them

later, Don forgets to do as his wife had demanded, and she angrily

late this way, Frank becomes upset, Mary retorts that she isn't very
concerned about being late since they always get where they are
going sooner or later.

•'peats her complaint. A n argument develops.

4.

Betty and Phil have been having marital difficulties for the past
year. One o f the problems has been Betty's extravagance. Now
Betty insists o n immediately seeking costly professional counseling.

Nina has been looking for a pair of shoes to wear with her favorite
dress. Upon finding a pair o f shoes on sale, Nina just cannot resist
and purchases them. Later that evening she shows her new purchase
to Peter. He remembers that she already has many pairs of shoes
and asks about the necessity o f such a purchase at this time. Nina
becomes outraged and accuses him o f being cheap and incon*
siderate.

JO, Linda and Steve plan to take a weekend trip by car. While Linda is
driving Steve to work on Friday morning, Steve hears a "pinging"
noise and realizes that the spark plugs should be changed along
with other minor adjustments. Since they plan to leave Friday
evening and Steve has to work, he has to ask his wife to take the
car to the garage. Linda complains about the other preparations she
says she has to make for them and their two children but says she
w ill have time to take the car to the garage, and agrees to do so.

5.

his college-educated friends, Mark's self-esteem is injured and an
argument begins.

6.

Later on the trip, Steve hears the "pinging" noise and realizes the
spark plugs have not been changed. I t turns out that Linda took

Mark and Elaine have both been working since their marriage in
order to live at a level which they feel to be comfortable.
Occasionally, Elaine becomes depressed because she wants to have
a child but knows that on Mark's salary alone this would be
extremely difficult. Elaine's emotions get the best o f her and she
accuses Mark o f not being aggressive enough, implying that he is an
inadequate provider. M ark was advised n ot to go to college because
o f scholastic difficulties and has done as well as could reasonably
be expected, but his w ife continually compares him unfavorably to

A conflict has arisen between Jack and Colleen following a party
with friends. During the party. Jack talked to another woman,
resulting in his wife becoming very angry. Following the party,
Colleen angrily accuses Jack o f intentionally ignoring her for the
:tire evening and becomes argumentative.

the car to the garage but did not bother to mention the spark
plugs. Linda says that i f Steve doesn't like the way she does things
he can do thorn himself. Steve points out that he was unable to
take the car to the garage and that when she agrees to do
something she should do i t

11.

When Charlotte and Richard were living with Charlotte's fam ily, a
lot o f ill w ill developed between Richard and his in-laws. Charlotte
told her parents just about everything that happened, and when
Richard told her to stop, his mother-in-law said she was hurt and
told Charlotte to keep Richard In his place. Richard and Charlotte
now have their own home, but the situation continues. Richard
will rarely visit his in-laws, but whenever he is not around Charlotte
Is on the phone w ith her mother, passing on information and
receiving advice. When Richard tells Charlotte again that she should
stop telling things to her mother, Charlotte becomes enraged.

Please Continue on Reverse Side
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16.

Tom is very concerned about his wife's smoking habits. Betty is a
very heavy smoker and has a severe cough. Although Tom used to
be a heavy smoker himself, he has now quit completely, so he is
convinced that Betty could a t least cut down. He has told her in
detail about the health hazards involved in smoking and he has
asked her to stop or at least cut down, I f not for herself then
because o f her love for him. Betty's usual reaction has been to get
sarcastic. She says she is trying but doesn't change. As a result
there has been a series o f arguments.

17.

Chuck is a football fan who likes to watch the pro games on
Sunday afternoons. His w ife Betty is upset at this, so she plans a
series o f activities fo r them together on Sundays and tells him he

12. Each night L in y promises Judy that he w ill throw the garbage out
2i i s t they finish dinner. Invariably. Larry forgets and leaves the
jtitchen without doing what he has promised. Judy has felt that the
b e n thing to do is to throw the garbage away by herself and has
been doing this later in the evening. When he notices this, la n y
becomes angry with Judy, stating that this is his job. As Lany
ccaeiues to follow his old habits, Judy begins to do the chore
hczself, only to be angrily criticized by her husband.
13. A t parties that Bob and Nancy attend, Nancy spends most o f her
time with the men present and obviously enjoys being with them.
Bob is very* concerned and has tried to tell Nancy that her behavior
is interpreted as flirtatious and could lead to a romantic involve*
m eat w ith another man. Nancy denies this, but Bob knows from
his own experience that this type o f thing does frequently happen
az i feels that she is being inconsiderate o f his feelings by not giving
»? this behavior.

w ill have to give up the football games. Chuck feels that this is an
unreasonable demand. He points out that he works all week and
should be entitled to a couple o f hours o f relaxation watching T V
on Sunday. He reminds her that she watches many hours o f soap
opens during the week when he is at work. Chuck also reminds
Betty that the other wives they know do not get so upset just

1 -. When Jerry comes home from work in the evening he is tired and
12css to relax over a pleasant meal. After dinner he prefers to be
zlose with his wife. However, Betty does not understand Jerry's
^=w£Dicsness to go out after a hard day's work, and she is after
h i s to go out partying in the evenings. She tells Jerry he is a bay
do-nothing.
15.

because their husbands watch football. Betty, however, continues
to be annoyed and Insists that he stop watching games.

18.

DSck and Diane have been married for three years. Dick likes his
jo b and is anxious to get ahead. For the past year he has been
v o h s n r ily spending a great deal o f extra time at his work. Diane
has repeatedly accused Dick o f caring more about his job than he
a srs fo r her. Dick explains that his career is important to.both o f
± m and that it is necessary for him to work additional hours i f he
expects to get promoted. Diane refuses to listen to Dick’s
explanations and unreasonably demands that he substantially cut
down his hours o f over-time work.

4H-2CH (H )
2*5?

John has been out o f college for three years and i j able to provide a
modest but adequate income for himself and his wife, Jean. They
have been planning a vacation, which Jean has been enthusiastically
anticipating. John has always been a stereo enthusiast and
presently feels that he wants to improve his stereo by buying new
speakers. I f John proceeds with his plan, the vacation they have
planned would be impossible, John states that he is the bread
winner In the family and deserves a luxury. He insists tliat as the
man in the fam ily, he should make the decision.
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INVENTORY OF MARITAL CONFLICTS (IMC)
CASE D E S C R IP T IO N S
I.

Dob and Frank are good friends. Janis, Bob's wife, likes Frank but
i< becoming increasing!/ anno/ed with his unannounced and
excessively long visit* to their apartment, usually at mealtimes. She

7.

Betty and Phil have been having marital difficulties fo r the past
year. Betty is no longer reassured by having her husband minimize
her unhappiness and wants to seek professional counseling. Phil, on
the other hand, insists on holding o ff indefinitely before spending
money on counseling. He says she is far too extravagant. In tho
weeks to come, many arguments arise because of their differing
opinions.

8.

Jim routinely arrives home fiorn w ork a t S.0 0 PM and enjoys his
dinner soon after his arrival. Susan has been a full-time housewife
since the birth o f their first child one year ago but still leaves her
domestic chores undone. Jim has asked Susan i f she would have the

■.t suggested to Bob that he ask Frank to please phone before
visiting, but her husband feels this would be insulting to his friend.
Janis suggests that she might ask Frank to please phone before
visiting, but this only makes her husband angry. A fte r accusing his
wife o f interfering w ith his friendship, he refuses to discuss the
matter further.

2.

Cora doesn't really enjoy sexual relations. When she was first
married she would avoid love making by telling her husband it was
painful. More recently she has pretended to be tired when her
husband has approached her. Now she has resorted to retiring
earlier than her husband. C o n believes sex is an unpleasant subject
that one does not discuss unless absolutely necessary, and she
becomes furious when Jack insists they should talk about this

house clean and dinner prepared when he returns hom e. Upon
arriving homo, Jim again finds the ironing board with a pile o f
clothes in the living room , a dining table that has not been set. and
his wife sitting on the sofa reading a magazine. Upon viewing the
situation Jim appears discouraged, whereupon Susan accuses him
o f always finding fault w ith her and angrily storms into the

problem.

kitchen.
3, When Don finally arrives home from work he immediately sits
down and makes himself comfortable with a can o f beer and
scatters his jacket, tie and shoes on the furniture and/or floor,
where they stay until some time after dinner. A fter putting up with
this sloppiness for a while, Francine asks Don to stop tossing his

9.

clothes around the apartment, even i f he does eventually pick them
up. T w o days later, Don repeats his usual performance as if
Francine had said nothing. When she mentions it again, an
argument develops.

accuses her o f always making them late. Mary tries to calm Frank
down by saying that being a little late is not alt that serious, but
Frank just becomes more enraged and an argument develops.

ina has been shopping around carefully for some time to find a
pair o f shoes she can afford that w ill go with her favorite dress. She.
finally finds a satisfactory pair o f shoes and is happy to discover
that they axe on sale. She purchases the shoes and takes them home
to show her husband, Peter. He does not care whether or not the
shoes are satisfactory. He doubts that they are necessary at all and
fails to understand their importance to her or how much trouble
she has gone to in order to save money.

5.

argument begins.

6.

10.

A conflict has arisen between Jack and Colleen following a party
w ith friends. During the party. Jack becomes involved with another
woman and ignores his wife. Colleen feels hurt and attempts to
discuss her feelings o f being neglected but feels like she is not
understood.

'

MH-20-6 (W)
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Linda and Steve plan to lake a weekend trip by car. While Linda is
driving Steve to work on Friday morning, Steve decides that the
spark plugs need changing and that other minor adjustments should
be made. He tells his w ife to get the work done in time fo r them to
leave that evening. Linda also has all the other preparations to
manage for them and their two children but she manages to get the
car to the garage and asks for a tuneup. On the trip, Steve hears a

Mark and Elaine have both been working since their marriage in
order to live at a level which they feel to be comfortable.
Occasionally, Elaine becomes depressed because she wants to have
a child but knows that on Mark's salary alone this would be
extremely difficult. Elaine's emotions get the best o f her, and she
accuses Mark of not being aggressive enough, implying that he is an
inadequate provider. Mark was advised not to go to college because
o f scholastic difficulties and has done as well as could reasonably
be expected, but his w ife continually compares him unfavorably to
his college-educated friends. Mark's self esteem is injured and an

I t ’s Friday evening, and the Carter family has a dinner engagement,
which had been made the previous week. Frank surprises his wife
by getting home from work a half hour early and uses the
bathroom continuously until it is almost time to leave. Since it
takes Mary more than the few minutes Frank has left her to wash,
comb her hair, and put on her makeup, it becomes obvious that
they will be late for their appointment. Frank raises his voice and

"pinging" noise, discovers that the spark plugs are the same ones he
had been using, and blames his wife fo r the spark plugs no t being
changed. Linda feels that i f he is going to be so picky about how
things are going to be done, he should assume some responsibility
for doing them himself. Steve tells her he was too busy.

11.

When Charlotte and Richard were living w ith Charlotte's fam ily, a
lot o f ill w ill developed between Richard and his In-laws. Richard
told his wife to stop talking so much w ith members o f her family.
When Charlotte's m other found out how Richard felt, she was hurt
and said she thought Richard was out o f place to make such a
demand. Richard and Charlotte now have their own home but the
situation continues. Richard w ill rately visit his inlaws, so
Charlotte's only tegular contact with them is by phone. Charlotte
usually speaks only to her mother and only phones her mother
when her husband is not around, but Richard is still not satisfied.
Richard insists that Charlotte stop speaking with her m other.

Please Continue on Reverse Side
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! 2. Each night Larry promises Judy that he w ill throw the garbage out
after they finish dinner. Invariably, Larry forgets and leaves the
kitchen without doing what he has promised. Judy has felt that the
best thing to do is to throw the garbage away by herself and has
been doing this later in the evening. When he notices this, Lany

16. Tom claims to be worried about Betty's health because she smokes
so much and has a cough. He gives her endtess detailed lectures
about health hazards and is always demanding that she slop o r cut
down. Betty realizes that she smokes too much and is trying to cut
down, but Tom's continued badgering is no help. Tom apparently

becomes angry with Judy, stating that this is his job. As Larry
continues to follow his old habits, Judy begins to do the chore
herself, only to be angrily criticized by her husband.

feels that because he stopped smoking w ithout any difficulty,
everybody else should quit too and should have no trouble doing
so. He seems unable to understand that it is difficult for her to
change her smoking habits and he says that i f she really loved him

13. A t parties Nancy prefers the company o f men to the other women

she would quit. Betty has tried to control herself and not get angry
at Tom's continuous comments, but Tom goes right on lecturing to
her and eventually there are a series of arguments.

and spends much o f the evening with them because she finds them
intellectually stimulating and shares many of their interest. Nancy
finds at parties that the women's conversations are limited to
housekeeping, children, etc, Nancy is upset by Bob's accusations
that her behavior may lead to involvement in anjaffaix or, at the
very least, misinterpretation o f her behavior by other people,
which would cause gossip. She is deeply hurt by his lack o f trust
since she is a devoted wife and would not consider an involvement

17. Chuck is an ardent sport fan who spends every Sunday afternoon
glued to the television screen watching football. His wife Betty is
getting tired of being left by herself every Sunday, so sho asks him
to give up this part of his football watching and plans some Sunday
activities for them together. Chuck not only refuses to give up any
football, but he launches into a whole series o f arguments to
defend himself. He tells Betty that no one clse’s w ife is as
unreasonable as she is. He accuses her o f spending her time
watching soap operas while he is at w ork. He also tells her that
since he works hard he should be able to watch football games if he
wishes. Betty is upset by his attitude but continues to want him to

w ith another man.
14. Jerry regularly comes home from work, eats, and sits down in front
o f the television screen for the entire evening. Betty is cooped up
in the house all day and feels that she w ill go crazy If she can't get
out and have some sort o f contact w ith other human beings. Jerry
refuses to go out and so there is a disagreement between Betty and
Jerry.
15. Dick and Diane have been married for three yean. Dick likes his
job and is anxious to get ahead. For the past year he has been
voluntarily spending a great deal of time at his work. Diane feels
that their marital relationship is deteriorating due to the lack of
time they are able to spend together. She attempts to explain to
Dick that financial success will be meaningless if their marriage is
destroyed in the process. Dick cooly tells his wife that her response
is so immature that it is pointless to discuss the subject further.

MH-20-9 (W)
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spend Sunday w ith her.

IS .

John has been out o f college for three years and is able to provide a
modest but adequate income for himself and his wife. Jean. They
have been planning a vacation, which Jean has been enthusiastically
anticipating. John has always been a stereo enthusiast and
presently feels that he wants to improve his stereo by buying new
speakers, (f John proceeds with his plan, the vacation they have
planned would be impossible. John states that he is the bread*
winner in the family and deserves a luxury. He insists that as the
man in the family, he should make the decision.
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j J O U P L E NO

1
ANSWER SHEET
IN S TR U C T IO N S :

n " M a le

P le a s e re a d e ac h c a s e d e s c rip tio n and a n s w e r quesc io n s a . b. c and d for e ac h c a s e .
C h e c k th e a p p ro p ria te box in e a c h colum n and

(a)

(b)

(c)

Who is primarily
responsible for
the problem?

H ove you hod o
sim ilar problem?

Hove you known
other couples
who have sim ilar
problems?

Item
No.

C h e ck One

WIFE

HUSBAND

1

-

7-

Check One
NO

YES

W

C h eck One

YES

|

NO

22; S i

15 ! i s

l

2

... r~o

1

3

a

4

--

5

j

: K

6

•

.

i T Hi
1

f«
;

« ? !3 5

5 75

2 .5 !5 7

U
i

\

..

\

2 .>

551 25/
1

7

!
7 '

A m

5
i

1

'A s t

« rJ is r

i
22! C i

1
25153

•o
10
11

'7

s «j

—

*C

14

*,1 15

2 i! S i

13
jo

16

!m
r

1'
18

-1 i
i

v.

:^

21 ?7
i ■*

isi

l!:> 7

Is Cora being reasonable in refusing to discuss
their sexual problems?

■

Yes
No

Should Don be more considerate of Francine by
not scattering his clothes around?

“
Yes
E -N o

Should Peter try to understand N in a 's w e llplanned purchase of these particular shoes?

' T Yes
S No

Is E lain e justified in accusing Mark of being
an inadequate provider?

ZZ
Ycs
£7

Should ja c k be mote attentive to his w ife at
parties?

□ Yes
L L No

Is B etty justified in feeling that th eir mar
riage is more important chan any fina ncia l
considerations?

C i Yes

tT

No

£TN o

£ * Yes
fT N o

Is Steve being unreasonable in blaming h is w ife
for the work not getting done?

£ Y es
I 7 No

Should Charlotte be able to speak freely
w ith her mother?

□ [Y e s
E N o .

Is Larry neglecting his resp o n sib ilities by
not carrying out the garbage?

S Yes
L I No

Should Bob trust his w ife and not be upset that
she is enjoying the company of other men?

E Yes
L i No

Should Jerry understand and respond to B e tty 's
boredom by going out in the evening?

g^Yes
£
No

Should D ick spend more time with his wife?

[ T f Y es
r - ' No

^ 3 5

Should Tom leave B etty alone and quit
pressuring her?

r - Yes
w No

Should Chuck spend more time on Sundays w ith
his wife?

2 i Yes

A

2 1 :5 7

5 0 l4 3

1 i7!

Ves
>

£ lN o

12
13

E
E

Should John have a greater understanding of
why she is late?

* ! *

S 73

Should Bob ask Frank to phorfe before
visiting?

Should Susan be reading a magazine when her
household duties are not completed and dinner
is not prepared?

8

9

do n o f fe o v e any q u e s tio n s u n a n sw e red .

2 1 1'-M
73

32
I

d

3tr

l ’*
I

3 7 '“ I

Is it John's prerogative to decide how the
fam ily money w ill be spent?

f - r Yes

~-7~ Yes
c ! No

P LE A S E M A K E SURE YOU H A V E ANSWERED A L L TH E Q UESTIONS AND H A V E C H E C K E D ONE ANSWER IN E AC H CO LUM N.
T h e n you h a v e c o m p le te d th is a n sw e r s h e e t, re tu rn th is and th e c a s e d e s c rip tio n s to th e re s e a rc h a s s is t a n t in th e
lobbv before c o m p le tin g the o th e r m a te ria l
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O AT E

ANSWER SHEET

sext

IN S TR U C T IO N S :

1 1M A L E

1 3 ^c m a l e

P le a s e re a d e ac h c a s e d e s c rip tio n and a n s w e r q u e s tio n s ja .J j.^ c and^d for eac h c a s e .
C h e c k th e a p p ro p ria te

box

in e a c h colum n a n d

(a)

(b)

(c )

Who is pvimerily
lospansibl* for
tho problom?

Haro you had a
similar problom?

Have you known
other couples
who have similar
problems?

It.m

C O U P L E HQ

Check One

Check One

do

not leove any questions unanswered.
<d)

Check One
7 -*-

No.
HUSBAND

WIFE

1

75 n

2

« •

j

NO

YES

15
~C, f

3
4

U

...

j

j'

t

1? - if

s

15 5 /

Is Cora being reasonable in refusing to discuss
th e ir sexual problems?

p~T| No

Should Don be able to relax th is way before
dinner?

Z 'N o

9
' 1 il
10
11
12

>'} i. ■*

'J.

M

71 !o

Is it reasonable for P eter to question the
necessity o f N in a 's purchase?

27

Is Elaine ju s tifie d in accusing Mark o f being
an inadequate provider?

V7 JJ

Should ja c k be permitted to ta lk to another
woman at a party w ithout C ollen becoming upset? I j N o

w $7

Is P h il ju s tifie d in worrying about starting
counseling w ithout being able to afford it?

TTi Yes
■H No

Should Susan be reading a magazine when her
household duties are not completed and dinner
is not prepared?

3

■JO rO

Should Mary make a greater effort to be ready
on time?

: Yes
~N o

]■> U"

Should L in d a thoroughly carry out her respon
s ib ilitie s once she has accepted them?

"T"1-Yes
•• :i No

Is Richard ju s tifie d in becomming upset w ith
C harlotte discussing matters with her mother?

I P Yes
~N o

Is Larry neglecting his re s p o n s ib ilitie s by not
carrying out the garbage?

=2] Yes
-

No

Should Nancy realize that her behavior can be
interpreted by other men as flirta tio u s and could
u nin te n tion a lly lead to further involvements?

E j

Yes

A fte r working hard a ll day should Jerry be allowed
to spend a quiet evening at home w ith his wife?

“ Yes
"T N o

Should D ic k continue to devote the time that he
knows is necessary to obtain advancement in
his career?

7 7 Yes

j Z.

“ 5.31

Should Tom feel he has the right to concern
him self w ith his w ife 's health?

^

«7 23

Should Chuck be able to watch fo o tb a ll on
Sunday afternoon?

~ Yes
- - No

oi

34

:/

“ 0 3b

-?■; H7

5

27
10

01

«

1715^
1
1

72

31
1

55

35:51

15

1
?;

16
17

18

MO

uUi

Jo

13

14

;o 57
ni

' a

7: ;

if

Yes

a

15 5 2

ii

[ T j Yes

jo

8
1<I Vi

Yes
7 No

Z2

2? M9

21

7

2H 53

Should Bob ask Frank to phone before
v is itin g ?

”*2

5

6

i

NO

YES

M3

n?'2?

21

■o
r. > ’

....

mU

Is it John's prerogative to decide how the fam ily
monev wi II be spent?

Yes

“ 2 No
~ Yes
Z iiN o
ED Y es-

Yes

No

77. No

No
Yes
No

Yes
•' No

P LE A S E MAKE SURE YOU H A V E ANSW ERED A L L TH E QUESTIONS AND H A V E C H E C K E D ONE ANSWER IN EACH CO LUM N.
When you h a v e c o m p le te d th is a n s w e r s h e e t, return th is and the c a s e d e s c r ip tio n s to th e re s e a rc h a s s is ta n t in the
lobby before c o m p le tin g th e other m acecial.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE IMC DISCUSSION SESSION

Now we would like you to fully discu33 the conflict each couple Is
having and decide who is primarily responsible for the problem. As was
previously mentioned, in some cases the descriptions you each read
represented different point3 of view. For example, if you and your
spouse were involved in a disagreement and subsequently you each were to
relay to me what happened during the conflict, it is highly probably that
each of you would present different points of view regarding your marital
conflict. However, please do not be distracted by such differences, for
in every case each point of view contains all the essential facts, and
our primary concern is how you resolve the conflict each couple is having.
In discussing these cases it is important that you use only the infor
mation provided. Also, it is important that you resolve each disagreement
before going on to the next case.
Once again, I want to stress the importance of this task for helping
couples who are having conflicts. It is vital to the project that your
answers be thoroughly discussed.
He will have a videotape recorder on so that no one will have to be
present in the room while you are discussing these items.
You will have about 30 minutes to discuss these cases. I will come
in and remind you after about 20 minutes. If you finish before that time,
please bring the materials to me.
These are your individual response sheets (GIVE TO EACH SPOUSE) to
help you recall your answers to each item. However, while discussing
these cases, do not show your spouse your answer sheet. You will not have
the case descriptions to refer to, so do the best you can remembering Che
details of the cases.
This is the sheet (JOINT DISCUSSION FORM) for recording your joint
answers. The brief sentence for each item should help you recall the
cases. As you can see, on Part A you must decide which spouse is primarily
responsible for the problem and on Parc 3 you must choose one of the two
alternatives.
On both Part A and Fart 3 do not leave any question blank and check
only one answer for each part.
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O ATS

C O U P L S NO .

INVENTORY OF MARITAL CONFLICT (IMC)
JOINT DISCUSSION

DISCUSSIO N:

S T A flT

FIN IS H

INSTRUCTIONS: I t is very im portant ehac fo r EACH case you decide which spouse, e ith e r c'ne husband or w ife ,
is prim a rily responsible fo r the problem. You should make ONE response for both P A R T A and
P A R T B. D o not /eovo any questions u n a n s w e re d * Complete each case before going on ro the next item .
PART A

Case

PART B

Who is prim a rily
responsible for
the problem?

Which o f the fo llo w in g would be a batte r w ay to
, fo resolve the c o n flic t?

• Check One
Husband
1. C o n flic t ever frequent v is its
by husband's friend and w ife 's
annoyance.

Check Only One

Wife

1 1Should Bob ask F ra n k to phone before v is itin g ? •
OR
n Should Janis atop interfering in her husband’ s friendship?
|__ ■Is Cora being reasonable in re fu sin g co d is c u s s
the problem of sex?
OR
1 *1 Is Jack ju s tifie d in suggesting they d iscu ss
the problem of sex?

2. C o n flic t regarding s a tisfa ctio n
during sexual re la tio n s .

3. C o n flic t concerning husband's
d istrib u tin g h is s h irt, tie , jacke t
end shoes around the apartment
when he gets home from w ork .

1 1Should Don be a ble to relax th is way before dinner?
OR
(~~1 Should Don be more considerate o f F ra n cin e by not
scattering h is c lo th e s around?

41 C o n flic t about w ife ’ s purchase o f
a pair o f shoes to wear w ith new
dtess.

1 1Is i t reasonable fo r P eter co que stio n the n e c e s s ity
o f N in a 's purchase?
OR
f ~ i Should P eter try to understand N in a 's w ell-pla n ne d
purchase o f these particu la r shoes?

5. C o n flic t between Mark and Elaine,
stemming from th e ir desire to havea ch ild but recognising th e
fin a n cia l burden.

1 ! Is Elaine ju s tifie d in accusing Mark o f bein g air
inadequate provider?
OR
1 Should E lain e be more understanding concerning
M ark's a b ility and achievements?
n

6. C o n flic t caused by w ife fe e lin g
ignored by husband w h ile a t a
party.

H

Should Jaek be perm itted to calk to another woman a t
a party w ithout C ollee n becoming upset?
OR
Should Jack be more a tte n tive co h is w ife a t parties?

7. C o n flic t over when to seek profes~
sionai help fo r th e m arital
d iffic u ltie s between B e tty and
P h il.

I~"j Is P h il ju s tifie d in worrying aboue s ta rtin g co unseling
w itho u t being able to afford it?
OR
P I Is B e tty ju s tifie d in fe e lin g th a t th e ir m arriage is
more important chan any fin a n c ia l considerations?

8. C o n flic t concerning w ife 's
In a b ility to have house clean end
dinner ready upon husband's
arri vol.

r~1 Should Susan be reading a magazine when h e r household
d uties are n ot com pleted and d in n e r is not prepared?
OR
1 1Should Susan try co be a bette r housekeeper?

9. C o n flic t over w ife 's lateness
for dinner engagement.

Should Mary make a greater e ffo rt to be ready on time?
OR
1 i Should John have a greater understanding o f why she is
late?
(

10. C o n flic t over car breakdown
w h ile taking a short weekend
trip .
MH-20'9 (HW)
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•

1Should Lin d a thotoughly carry o ut her re s p o n s ib ilitie s
once she has accepted them?
OR
□ is Steve being unreasonable in blam ing h is w ife for
the work not g e ttin g done?

Please Continue On Reverse Side
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JOINT DISCUSSION

- (C o n tin u e d )

PART a

PART A

Who is primarily
responsible for
the problem?

C a t*

(

Which of the following would bo a b e tto r w a y to
rosolvo tfio conflict?

Check One

Husband

Check Only One

Wife
(

11. C o n flic t over w ifa 's
conversations w ith h tr mother.

12. C o n flic t about th e respo n sibilityfor throwing th e garbage away*

13. C o n flic t over w ife 's c o nve rsa tio n*
with men at parties.

14. C o n flic t regarding evening
entertainment.

15. C o n flic t over husband spending
tim t a t the o ffic e .

I Is Richard justified ia becoming u p s e t w it h C h a x lo u e •
discussing matters with her mother?
OR

1 1Should Charlotte be able co speak fr e e ly w ith h e r
mother?
1 1Is L a n y neglecting bis re spo n sibility b y n o t
carrying our (he garbage?
OR

1 1 Is Judy expecting too much by a s k in g h e r h u s b a n d
co carry out the garbage?
1 1Should Naacy realize that her b e h a v io r can be
interpreted by ocher men as flir ta tio u s a n d c o u ld
unintentionally lead to further in v o lv e m e n ts
OR

i

i Should Sob crust his wife and s o t be u pse c chat she
is enjoying the company of ocher men?

H

A fte r working hard a ll day should J e rry be a llo w e d
co spend a quiet evening at home w ith h is w ife ?
OR

1 1Should Jeny understand and respond co B e tty 's
boredom by going out in the evening?

1 I Should Dick continue to devote the tim e chat he
knows is necessary to obtain advancem ent in h is
career?
OR

1 1Should Dick spend more time w ith h is w ife ?

n

Should Tom feel he has die righc co c o n c e rn h im s e lf
w ith his wife's health?

n

Should Tom leave Betty alone and q u ic p re s s u rin g
her?

n

Should Qmcie be able to watch fo o tb a ll on
Sunday afternoons?

16. C o n flic t over w ife 's sm oking*.

OR

17. C o n flic t ovor T V fo otball games.

OR

r " l Should Chuck spend more time on S u n d a y s w it h h is
w ife?

18. C o n flic t o f vacation v s . storoo
spaakors.

1 1Is i t John's prerogative to decide how th e fa m ily
money w ill be spent?
OR

f"H Should financial expenditures be a j o i n t d e c is io n ?

P LE A S E T A K E A M IN U T E TO RECHECK Y O U R ANSWERS ON EACH QUESTION.
YOU SHOULD H A V E O N E CHECK FOR P A R T A A N D ONE CHECK FOR PART 3 .
A F T E R R E C H E C K IN C YOUR RESPONSES, R E T U R N THIS FORM TO A RESEARCH
ASSISTANT IN T H E L O B B Y .
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APPENDIX 2

PILOT STUDY RESEARCH INSTRUMENT

In the spring semester of 1976 at the University of
New Hampshire a small pilot study was conducted using intro
ductory social psychology students.

The purpose of the

pilot study was to test the sex role sensitivity of the pro
posed coding categories, the Behavior Scores system (Bss).
Since the study planned to classify respondents in terms of
their conformity to sex role stereotypes, it was important
to establish which coding categories were considered more
appropriately male or more appropriately female.

The pilot

study was intended to determine if sex role stereotypes
operate to make some of the BSs categories more appropriate
for one sex than the other.
A formal research instrument was not developed for the
pilot study.

The students were asked to take a sheet of

paper, record their sex, and make an evaluation of each BSs
category read to them, first for males, then for females, on
a scale of minus 5 to plus 5, with minus 5 representing
least appropriate to plus 5 being most appropriate.

The

term appropriate was explained as meaning the suitability of
the activity for one sex over the other sex in terms of our
culture, not the students' personal feelings.

Each BSs cate

gory was read to the students accompanied by Borgatta and
Crowther's definitions and examples.
as follows:
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These definitions are

149
Assertions or dominent acts "are acts in which the individual
takes the prominent position, initiating conversation, and
altering the pattern of discussion"
examples:

(1965:47).

The answer is clearly yes.
Do it the way I told you.
I wouldn't think that that applies.

Neutral assertions

"are basically continuations, explanations,

expositions and other forms of communications that add to the
amount of talking, activity and maintenance of a prominent
or visition position in the communication process"
examples:.

(1965:47).

I'm a graduate student in the department.
That's what it says.

Antagonistic acts "are those associated primarily with the
rejection of others or the rejection of others through the
rejection of the position that others take"
examples:

(1965:48).

Can't you figure it out for yourself?
Don't you know anything?

Supportive acts "are responses in the sense of acknowledging
others, their communications, or merely making one's presence
known in order to maintain the interaction situation"
(1965:48).
examples:

Okay.
I see.
I like your idea.

